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Here, as in Volume I, the Mother emerges as a spiritual figure of
extraordinary sympathy, charm and creative ms1ght.

Once agamn we come mnto contact with her vaned actrvty, inward and
outward. together with her divine realty mn each passmg moment as well as
through the aeons of earthly evoluuon. Once again the great presence of Sn
Aurobindo intensifies her own ambience and envelops us both on its own and
more intimately through her warm closeness to our affairs. which includes
even the ammal and plant world around us
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A HUNDRED YEARS AGO...
A HUNDRED years ago- on February 6, 1893, at about 10.55 a.m. - the young
Aurobindo Ghose, not yet 21, returning from England after a stay of 14 years,
set foot again on the soil of his native land. It was at Apollo Bunder in Bombay.
The moment he did so, a vast calm from above his head enveloped him, a
mysterious silence which remained with him for several months. This was the
first greeting of the presiding spmt of Mother India to one who was to be the
most extraordinary of her sons in the near future.

At that moment something heavy whch had long hung about hum vanished.
Years earlier, before being taken abroad at the age of 7 by his father, he had
experienced a strange darkness entering his body and making for a subtle inertia
or tamas, as Indian psychophys10logy terms it, which lingered in him all through
his stay in England despite his brilliant academic career and the enthusiastic
feeling he had developed for India's freedom from British rule.

That darkness may be taken to have represented two thmgs Immediately, it
stood for the abject condition of India under foreign domination, a condrt1on
half of weakness and half of ignorance overspreading her surface consciousness.
When the young Aurobindo came back to his country, she gave him a fore
ghmpse of her true self- an inner bemg which was wide and peaceful, powerful
and free - by mnvoking which as a drvmne Mother Might he was to fight for her
political hberty

In the second place the, darkness stood for the general state of the modem
world. A vigorous scientific temper had pervaded all fields of human existence,
bringing along with its salutary reaction agamst the other-worldly trend of the
prevailing rehgions a dangerous push towards a materialism discountmg the
disclosures of the inner spiritual life. It sneered at the long search in the past for
the ultimate meaning of the umverse m which man had toiled and agonised and
rejoiced and dreamed. India, where this search had been most sustained, had
also come under the shadow to a considerable extent through the glamour of
Western education. But she had at the same time a counter force. There was Sn
Ramakrishna, a striking example of a glorious spintual light in the midst of his
total lack of any touch-of Western education or even any Indian education to
speak of: he could nerther read nor write Bengal, his mother-tongue. But h1s
work was not enough It laid stress on renunciation. Though wide-visioned, it
created a new sannyasi order. A further illumination was necessary, which would
be as this-worldly as science yet strive to establish in terms of Matter a dynamic
Divine Consciousness. The s1de-by-s1de destinies of the movement Sri Rama-'
krishna mitiated and the movement the young Aurobindo was to set gomg some
decades later 1s ht up by a strange comcidence. Sn Ramaknshna's greatest
disciple, the youthful Swami Vivekananda, sailed to the West to represent
Indian spirituality at the Parinament of Religions mn Chicago m the very year 
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1893 - which saw the youth who was to be the future Sri Aurobmdo return to the
East.

A hundred years back the Master of the Integral Yoga was still to flower.
He was as yet only a buddmg poet and an aspiring patriot. But the wonderful
experience which marked his arrival in India was not only a pointer to the role he
was to play as an ardent creative national leader with the soul's cry of Bande
Mataram - "I bow to You, 0 Mother!" It was also a pointer to the supreme
Yogic Guru he was to become, as well as the poet of the immense spiritual epic
Savitri and the one to whom Rabindranath Tagore would exclaim: "You have
the Word and we are waiting to accept it from you. India will speak through your
voice to the world, 'Hearken to me!' "

But how will Ind1a speak with full right unless we see in that wonderful
experience a further pointer - an index finger directed towards a state in which
India as a whole would bring herself to be in all the spheres of her life, a state
where the human is linked to a dvmne Mystery both beyond and within, whose
revelation in vanous measures is essential for the fulfilment of her outer self of
multiple activity.

February 6 this year is a remmder that India's greatness, and with 1t the
greatness of the world connected wIth her, le in her becoming more and more
Aurobindonian.

K. D. SETHNA



MESSAGES FROM THE MOTHER

WHATISIMPORTANTINSADHANA

IN your sadhana what 1s 1mportant rs sincerity at every pomt; 1f there 1s that,
mistakes can be rect1f1ed and do not so much matter If there is any insincerity,
that pulls down the sadhana at once. But whether this constant sincerity 1s there
or there 1s any falling off from rt at any point, 1s a thmg you must learn to see m
yourself; if there 1s the earnest and constant will for 1t, the power to see w1U
come. Sincenty does not at all depend on sat1sfymg others-it is an mner matter
and hes solely between you and me.

May 12, 1939

LIFE'S PURPOSE

Lafe has a purpose.
Thus purpose 1s to find and to serve the Drvmne.
The Divine is not far. He rs mn ourselves, deep mns1de and above the feelings

and the thoughts. With the Divme 1s peace and certitude, and even the solution
of all difficultues.

Hand over your problems to the Drvmne and He will pull you out of all
difficult1es.

July 2, 1970

TO THE PEOPLE OF INDIA

Overgrow your small egoistic personality and become a worthy child of our
Mother India, fulfil your duties with honesty and rectitude, and always keep
cheerful and confident, with a steady trust mn the Drvine's Grace



A TALK BY THE MOTHER

TO A SADHAK ON 28 SEPTEMBER 1966

Why s there sufferng? How to cure sufferng?

FoR a long tame quute recently, that 1s to say, for days together, there was a very
acute, very intense, very clear perception that the action ot the Force translated
itself externally by what we call "suffering"" because that 1s the only kmd of
vibration which can pull Matter out of 1ts·mnert1a.

The supreme Peace, the supreme Calm are deformed and disfigured mto
Inert1a and into tamas, and precisely because this was the deformation of true
Peace and Calm, there was no reason why 1t should change! A certain v1brat1on
of awakenmg--of reawakenmg-was necessary to come out of this tamas, that
could not pass directly from tamas to Peace; somethmg was needed to shake the
tamas, and that is translated externally by suffenng

I am speakmg here of physical suffermg, because all the other suffer
ings-vtal, mental, emotional sufferings-are due to a wrong working of the
mmd, and these ... may simply be classed together as Falsehood, that's all. But
physical suftenng gives me the 11npress1on of a child being beaten, because here,
in Matter, Falsehood has become ignorance, that 1s to say, there 1s no bad
willno bad will is there mn Matter, all is mnerta and ignorance: complete
ignorance of the Truth, ignorance of the Origm, ignorance of the Possibility and
ignorance even of what 1s to be done in order not to suffer physically. This
ignorance is everywhere in the cells, and it 1s only the expenence, the experience
of what is translated mn thus rudimentary consciousness as suffering, whch can
awaken, bring forth the need to know and to cure, and the aspiration to
transform oneself.

It has become a certainty, because mn all the cells there 1s born the
asp1rat1on, whch is becoming more and more intense and which wonders at the
resistance; but they have observed that whenever somethmg goes wrong m the
working (that 1s to say, mstead of being supple, spontaneous, natural, the
working becomes a pamful effort, a struggle agamst somethmg which takes the
appearance of a bad will, but is only a reticence that does not understand), at
that moment, the mtens1ty of the aspiration, of the call, 1s tenfold, becomes
constant. The difficulty 1s to remam at that state of intensity. Generally
everything falls back, I cannot say mto a somnolence, but a kind of relaxation:
you take thmgs easy; and it is only when the mner disorder becomes painful that
the intensity grows and remains permanent. For hours-hours together-with
out slackening, the call, the asp1ration, the wall to be united with the Drvmne, to
become the Divine, is mamtamed at its maximum Why? Because there was
externally what is called a physical disorder, a suffenng. Otherwise, when there

80
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1S no suffenng, from time to time one soars up, then one falls back into a
slackenmg; again another time one soars up once more ... there 1s no end to 1t.
That lasts eternally. If we want thmgs to go fast (relatively fast according to the
rhythm of our life), thus smack of the whip 1s necessary. l am convinced of Ht,
because as soon as you are within your mner bemg you look upon that with
contempt (as regards oneself).

But then, all of a sudden, when there comes this true Compass1on of the
DIvmne Love, and when one sees all these thmgs that appear so horrible, so
abnormal, so absurd, this great pamn whch 1s upon all beings and even upon all
things... then there takes birth in thus phys1cal bemg the aspiration to soothe, to
cure, to remove that. There Is mn Love, at Its Orgmn, something which 1s
translated constantly as the intervention of Grace: a force, a sweetness,
something lke a vibration of solace spread everywhere, but which an 1llumined
consciousness can direct, concentrate on some points And 1t 1s there, there itself
that I saw the true use one can make of thought: thought serves as a kind of
channel to carry this vibration from place to place, wherever rt 1s necessary. This
force, this vibration of sweetness 1s there in a static way upon the world, pressing
in order to be received, but 1t 1s an impersonal action. And thought-1llummed
thought, surrendered thought, thought which 1s no longer anything but an
instrument, which tres no longer to mutate things, which 1s satisfied with bemng
moved by the higher Consciousness-thought serves as an mtermediary to
establish a contact, a relation, and to enable this impersonal Force to act
wherever rt 1s necessary, upon definite points.

It may be said in an absolute way that an evil always cames its own remedy.
One might say that the cure of any suffering coexists with the suffering So,
Instead of seemng an evl "useless" and "stupid" as it rs generally thought to be,
you see that the progress, the evolut10n which has made the suffenng neces
sary-which 1s the cause of the suffering and the very reason for 1ts exis
tence-attains the intended result; and at the same time the suffering 1s cured,
for those who are able to open themselves and receive. The three things-suffer
ing as a means of progress, progress, and the cure of suffenng-are coexistent,
simultaneous; that 1s to say, they do not follow each other, they are there at the
same time

If, at the moment when the transforming action creates a suffering, there is
in that which suffers the necessary asp1rat1on and opemng, the remedy also 1s
taken in at the same time, and the effect is total, complete: transformation, with
the action necessary to obtain 1t, and, at the same time, cure of the false
sensation produced by the resistance. And the suffermg 1s replaced by ...
somethmg which 1s not known upon this earth, but which 1s akin to joy, well
being, trust and secunty It 1s a supersensation, in a perfect peace, and which is
obviously the oniy thing that can be eternal.

This analysis expresses very imperfectly what one would call the "content'
of Ananda.
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I beheve it is something that has been felt, expenenced, partially and mn a
very fleeting manner, through all the ages, but which has JUSt begun to
concentrate and almost concretrse 1tself upon earth But physical matter, in its
cellular form, has, one cannot say fear or anxiety, but a kind of apprehension of
new vibrations, and this apprehension naturally takes away from the cells their
receptivity and assumes the appearance of uneasiness1t 1s not suffering, but an
uneasiness When, however, this apprehension is counterbalanced and cured by
aspiration and the will for total surrender and by the act of total surrender, then
this sort of apprehension, having disappeared, becomes a supreme well-bemng.

All thus, they are as though mcroscopc studies of the phenomena of
consciousness, free from mental intervention The necessity of using words to
express oneself bnngs this mental intervention, but in the expenence it does not
exist. And it is very interesting, because the pure expenence has a content of
truth, of realty, which disappears as soon as the mmnd intervenes. There 1s a
savour of true reahty which altogether escapes expression because of that. It is
the same difference as between an mndrv1dual and hus portraut, a fact and the story
told. It is like that But it is much more subtle.

And then, to come back to what we were saying Just now, when one is
conscious of thus Force-thus Force, thus Compass1on mn 1ts essential realty-and
when one sees how it can act through the conscious individual, one has the key to
the problem

("Notes on the Way"", The Mother's Collected Works, Vol 11, p 41)
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WHAT IS SPIRITUALITY?
A DEFINITION BY SRI AUROBINDO

IT must.. be emphasised that spmtuahty 1s not a high mtellectuahty, not
idealism, not an ethical turn of mind or moral punty and austenty, not relig10s1ty
or an ardent and exalted emotional fervour, not even a compound of all these
excellent things; a mental behef, creed or faith, an emotional asp1rat10n, a
regulation of conduct according to a religious or eth1cal formula are not spiritual
achievement and expenence. These thmgs are of considerable value to mmnd and
hfe, they are of value to the spmtual evolution itself as preparatory movements
disciplining, purfymng or grvmng a suitable form to the nature; but they stull
belong to the mental evolut1on,-the begmnmg of a spmtual realisation,--expe
nence, change 1s not yet there Spmtuahty 1s m its essence an awakenmg to the
mner reality of our being, to a spirit, self, soul which 1s other than our mmnd, hfe
and body, an mner asp1rat10n to know, to feel, to be that, to enter mto contact
with the greater Reality beyond and pervadmg the umverse which mhab1ts also
our own being, to be mn commun1on with It and umon with It, and a turnmg, a
conversion, a transformation of our whole bemg as a result of the asp1ration, the
contact, the union, a growth or wakmg mto a new becommg or new bemg. a new
self, a new nature.

(The Lafe Dvmne, Sn Aurobmndo Birth Centenary Library, Vol 19, p 857 )
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SRI AUROBINDO ON THE INTELLECT
THERE IS nO reason why one should not receive through the thmkmg mmd, as
one receives through the vital, the emotional and the body The thinkmg mind is
as capable of recervmng as these are, and, smce it has to be transformed as well as
the rest, 1t must be tramed to receive, otherwise no transformation of 1t could
take place.

It 1s the ordinary unenhghtened activity of the intellect that 1s an obstacle to
spmtual expenence, just as the ordinary unregenerated actrvrty of the vital or the
obscure stupidly obstructive consc10usness of the body 1s an obstacle. What the
sadhak has to be specially warned agamst m the wrong processes of the mtellect
is, first, any mustaking of mental ideas and impress1ons or intellectual conclusions
for reahsat1on; secondly, the restless act1V1ty of the mere mind which disturbs the
spontaneous accuracy of psychic and spmtual expenence and gives no room for
the descent of the true 1llummating knowledge or else deforms it as soon as it
touches or even before rt fully touches the human mental plane. There are also of
course the usual vices of the mtellect,-1ts leaning towards sterile doubt mstead
of lummous reception and calm enlightened d1scrimmation; its arrogance
claiming to judge thmgs that are beyond it, unknown to it, too deep for it by
standards drawn from its own hmited expenence; its attempts to explam the
supraphysical by the phys1cal or 1ts demand for the proof of hgher and occult
thmgs by the cntena proper to Matter and mmnd mn Matter; others also too many
to enumerate here. Always it 1s substituting its own representations and
constructions and opmions for the true knowledge. But if the intellect is
surrendered, open, quiet, receptive, there is no reason why it should not be a
means of reception of the Light or an aid to the experience of spiritual states and
to the fullness of an mner change

*

The turmoil of mental (Intellectual) activity has also to be silenced like the vital
activity of desire m order that the calm and peace may be complete. Knowledge
has to come but from above In this calm the ordinary mental act1v1t1es like the
ordinary vtal actvrtes become surface movements with which the silent inner
self 1s not connected It 1s the hberation necessary in order that the true
knowledge and the true hfe-activity may replace or transform the activities of the
Ignorance.

*

Intellectual activities are not part of the inner being-the mtellect is the outer
mmd.

*
84
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The mtellect can be as great an obstacle as the vital when 1t chooses to prefer its
own constructions to the Truth.

*

Its function 1s to reason from the percept10ns of the mind and senses, to form
conclusions and to put things mn log1cal relation with each other. A well-trained
mtellect 1s a good preparation of the mind for greater knowledge, but 1t cannot
1tself grve the yogrc knowledge or know the DvmneIt can only have Ideas about
the Drvmne, but havmg 1deas Is not knowledge. In the course of the sadhana
mtellect has to be transformed mto the higher mmd which is itself a passage
towards the true knowledge.

*

The mtellect of most men rs extremely Imperfect, 1ll-tramned, half-developed
-therefore m most the conclusions of the mtellect are hasty, ill-founded and
erroneous or, 1f nght, nght more by chance than by mentor right workmg. The
conclusions are formed without knowmg the facts or the correct or sufficient
data, merely by a rapid inference and the process by which 1t comes from the
premisses to the conclusions is usually illogical or faulty--the process bemng
unsound by which the conclusion 1s arnved at, the conclusion 1s also likely to be
fallacious. At the same time the mtellect 1s usually arrogant and presumptuous,
confidently assertmg its imperfect conclusions as the truth and settmg down as
mistaken, stupid or foohsh those who differ from them. Even when fully trained
and developed, the intellect cannot arnve at absolute certitude or complete
truth, but it can arnve at one aspect or side of 1t and make a reasonable or
probable affirmation; but untramned, 1t 1s a quute insufficient Instrument, at once
hasty and peremptory and unsafe and unrehable.

k

The mmd does not record thmgs as they are, but as they appear to it. It catches
parts, omits others; afterwards the memory and 1maginat1on mix together and
make a quite different representation of 1t.

(Sr Aurobndo Brth Centenary Lbrary, Vol 24, pp. 1243-1245 )



LIFE-POETRY-YOGA
SOME PERSONAL LETTERS

I HAVE been much interested by your comment:
"Apropos your 'Life-Poetry-Yoga' in the May Mother India, where you

have quoted St. Augustine's well-known sentence 'Thou hast made us for
Thyself and our hearts are restless until they rest m Thee', I remember to have
read it originally in German which runs thus:

'Du hast uns zu Dir hm geschaffen, und ruhelos ist unser Herz bis es Rube
findet in DIr.'

"Here the words 'zu DIr bin' meaning 'towards Thee' ('hin' conveys
movement) make the statement profounder still, as they md1cate the Divine's
intention m creatmg us. The whole meanmg then reads: 'Thou hast created us
towards Thyself and restless is our heart until it finds peace in Thee.'

"Thinking that you might perhaps enjoy this rendering I have given rt."
The German translation "zu Dir hin'-"towards Thyself'Is a literal

rendermg of the Latin ongmal. The whole statement m Latin reads: "Fecist1 nos
ad Te et inquuetum est cor nostrum donec requiescat in Te." The "ad Te" means
"towards Thee". But however it may sound in German, the phrase is awkward in
Enghsh. In Latm 1t easily suggests direction without any awkwardness, and it
conveys the purpose of the creation. A full exphcatlon would go thus: "Thou
hast made us such that we may move towards Thee." The best and natural
englishing of the suggestion of God's Godward-directed creation-summmg up
His purposeis the preposition "for''. A more Biblical mode of puttmng the
matter would be: "Thou hast made us unto Thyself'. Though somewhat archaic,
this 1s better English than "Towards Thee". Certain compact Latin expressions
give a lot of trouble to the Enghsh translator if he is after literalness.

Thus a bone of contention has been Vrgl's concentrated "Sunt lacr1mae
rerum", literally "There are tears of things" or "Tears are of things". Some
scholars have seen nothmg extraordmary here and argued that at times in Latin
the gemtive is used m place of the dative so that Virgil meant "There are tears
for things" suggesting that there are occasions which naturally draw tears from us
or, rather, tears are naturally drawn from us by certain occasions. The world-cry
wh1ch Virgil has succinctly packed mnto his brief phrase 1s entirely lost mn such a
commonplace mterpretation.

C. Day Lewis has nghtly taken VIrgil to connote "Tears m the nature of
things". Virgil's whole line

Sunt lacnmae rerum et mentem mortalia tangunt

has been qumtessenced by Sri Aurobindo in the second of the two lines among
many which he puts m the mouth of Savitri's mother:

86
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We have sorrow for a greatness passed away
And feel the touch of tears m mortal thmgs. (Cent. Ed., p. 429)

Lewis's full English version runs:

Tears in the nature of things, hearts touched by human transience.

I have put Virgil's significance in a more extended way and with what Sri
Aurobindo calls "more colour" in the hexameter:

Haunted by tears 1s the world and our hearts by the touch of things mortal.

My letter has made quite a digression. My pomnt 1s that what is pregnant in
Latin cannot always be conveyed by a literal translation in English without its
sounding a little artificial

Now a word about the literary qualities of the origmal Augustine and the
English and German vers1ons. The German "until it fmds peace in Thee" is not
satisfactory. Besides departmg from the conciseness of the Latin and bringing in
the indirect "finds peace" mstead of a straight verbal turn like "requiescat", it
mtroduces a tinge of separateness between soul and God, as 1f the soul sought
peace and would discover 1t as a quality of God's nature and enjoy it while
remammg its own self: the sheer plunging into God's being and getting
completely enfolded and suffused and fulfilled by rt seems missed. There is no
"finds" in Augustme. The English version answers exactly to the direct thrust of
the Latm. The German "ruhelos" and "Rube" strike me as more explicit echoes
than the Latin "mqmetum" and "reqmescat", though the latter's sound does
have a subtle harkmng back within 1t to the former's. On a level with the German
are the correspondences of the English "restless" and "rest". The sense is better
dnven home thus. But the Latin has the edge on the English by the repetition of
"Te" in the two expressions "ad Te" and "in Te". The German also has it by its
repeated "Dir". But in English 1t would be most gauche to say "for Thee" in
order to anticipate "in Thee". We cannot avoid "Thyself' and I feel that the
variations "Thou", "Thyself' and "Thee" make a very pleasmg music which the
German narrowly misses and the Latm cannot help domg so because "Thou"
cannot stand apart from the verb "Fecusti" without a loss mn style: it has to be
implicit m 1t. Augustme could have rung changes by saying "Teipsum" ("Thy
self') rather than anticipating his final "Te", but when "Te", hike the German
"D1r", could suffice he would have spoiled the austere beauty carrymg the
thrilled insight of his sentence. (14.5.1992)

*

You have raised the question of sincerity. In its essence sincerity means to me to
find your central self, your soul, and let its luminous guidance determme every
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tum of your hfe. Before the psychic bemg is discovered, smcenty consists 1n so
ordenng your life-its actions and reactions-that everything may conduce to
the openmg of the mner heart-centre The psychic element in the mind and mn the
vital force should be your teacher. Here my master-formula is to be applied:
equamm1ty plus "remember and offer." Whoever takes to the spmtual ideal has
been led to rt either by a direct explosion of the secret dweller in the heart-centre
or by this "divme dwarf' 's fingers of hght extended above mto the vibrant brain
and below into the qurvering guts no less than straight into the sens1trve fibres of
the outer heart of emot10n Of course, even after the soul has been found and its
presence felt at all moments, one has to be vigilant. for it 1s for a long time a shy
godhead and one has to guard it hke a small flame between one's hands against
the rude winds of the world. At a later stage not only its sweetness and hght but
also its strength will emerge and then 1t can defend itself agamst the rudest gust.
The "drvmne dwarf' wll then tower up and open your being to all the shining
vastitudes of the "overhead" Spmt.

You want me to share wth you whatever gifts of grace I may have received.
Surely all such gifts are to be shared, though not always before they are firmly set
withm one. I have never stored them up, never stmted lettmg my friends be
touched by them. But I have no personal desire to be considered a good sadhak
or a spiritual helper. All I do 1s to remain to the best of my ability m a
concentrated condition and let Sn Aurobmdo radiate his peace and the Mother
diffuse her love.

The concentrated cond1t1on means that I am concerned only with keeping
myself plunged in that peace and bathed in that love-without any open attempt
to be their channels. All I do with people is to mwardly offer them to our Gurus.
Of course I don't keep majestically "mum", impressing people with my
concentration. I talk with them on an equal footmg and often I find them more
knowledgeable and better personalities than myself. In my talk I try to let the
depths speak-not necessanly deliberate "words of wisdom" but common
speech emerging as far as possible out of the treasured silence of those depths.

(31 5.1992)
*

Your cries for help have been reaching me for quite a time I am offering you
into the hands of our D1vme Mother. The answer I get 1s: "Patient endurance."
You have to stop being frantic. The fear-complex has come before and 1t has
gone. Now too it will be on its way out. You must be certain of thus. In the
meantime you have to look at it. calmly or rather look away from 1t with the
certamty that it will pass. If something m you remains undisturbed and takes 1t as
a temporary aberration which the Mother's gracious hands will surely sweep out
of you, the free future 1s already there in a hidden form mn the obsessive present.
Along with this attitude or posture, contmue with your medication. Go to the
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psychiatrist and state your symptoms from time to time. The Mother's force can
work also through the drugs The Supreme Grace 1s many-moded But the
central mode for you 1s "Patent endurance."

Your father 1s mdeed very considerate and he is nght m suggestmg that you
can take your degree 6 months later. Acceptance of his suggestion will take away
the sense m you that you are falling back m the competition with your fellow
workers. Following your father's advice you will withdraw from the competition
and will escape the infenonty complex you are developmg. But I won't induce
you to be a home-keeper. Go to your work as regularly as you can. Something
must occupy your mmd and body Staymg at home, what will you do? Read and
sleep? Perhaps more sleep may help, but for that you don't have to flee
altogether from the hospital. You have only to get up later m the morning and go
to bed earlier at nght.

You have quoted some Mantras of the Mother. The first 1s: "Let each
suffermg pave the way to transformat10n." But surely suffermg by itself 1s no way
to either transformation or anything else except perhaps inner toughness. All
depends on how you manage the suffermg-how calm you are, how patient you
are, how much you appeal to the D1vme to take you nearer him through this
tnal. The second Mantra 1s. "Grace will never fad us-such 1s the faith we must
keep constantly m our hearts " But do you expect the Grace to be always swift?
Of course 1t can be swift as a hghtnmg-shaft, but there would be no need for the
words 'fa1th'' and "constantly" 1f such were the case on all occasions. People
pass through vanous ordeals m Yoga. Some conditions persist for long. Sri
Aurobmdo even speaks of his own sadhana stoppmg at times for months m spite
of hus bemg under a Supreme Gu1dance! What did he do? He kept fanth and
practised patient endurance and kept up a qmet aspiration. (2.8.1992)

*

Your letter No. 1 (7.8.92) has made me very happy. I have always wished you to
be on the way to normalcy, and fmdmg you so because of a letter of mine is qmte
a fulfilling expenence. Keep the new state gomg by means of a calm confidence
mn the Mother's power. Thus power s always at work but receptivity and faith not
only mcrease its effect m general: they also draw it mto the most outer being and
sustam its lustrous streaming mto all the various parts of our wakmng outward
ness.

Now for your "posers". The first is: "How to do the rght thung in the right
way at the rght tume?" Try to detach yourself from the situation so that the
personal heat may not dictate the course of action Ths amounts to what the
Mother has called "stepping back" for a moment. A sudden silence will be felt
and out of 1t a gmdance will emerge. Lift this gmdance towards the Mother and
let the consecrated decision go out into the world. The movement may not be
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very positive at the start but gradually 1t will be quietly clear-cut and leave you
sure that the Divine m the depth of you has acted

Your next question is: "The Mother says, 'A day without a good acton 1s a
day without soul ' What does this good action amount to?" I remember the
Mother saying that the Drvmne gves more value to a truly d1smterested deed than
to formal rel1gous worshipgoing to a temple or carrying out a set ritual. The
word "soul' m your quotation is a pomter to the Mother's meanmg. For the soul
m us 1s free of the narrow ego-motivated turn and 1t acts with an mtmt1ve feeling
of the D1vme's secret will The small self, demarcated from other small selves, Is
overpassed and one acts out of a wide impersonal space mn whch the soul, though
an mndivdual, 1s never cut off from other souls but hves and funct10ns m a sweet
lummous sympathy which 1s an aspect of the omnipresence of God.

You have asked: "What to do about the acute lack of confidence, at work or
otherwise?" The sense that one has to compete with others whom one considers
supenor is the basis of this lack and behmd that sense 1s the belief that one's own
self is the only factor concerned. When one offers one's work to the Divine and
cares only for the effective transmss1on of the DIvmne's force, one does not
bother how one ordinarly compares with others mn capacity The Drvmne can not
only make the most of whatever little capacity one has but also improve and
expand such capacity. The mam thmg 1s to get over one's preoccupation with
oneself and work as a dedicated sadhak.

The "jealousy" and the "mfenonty-complex·· of which you complam have
the same root as "the acute lack of confidence" You have to drop makmg
comparisons of one ego wth another. Your amm must be service of the Divine mn
the way the Drvme wants you to serve Him By puttmg your personality at the
Drvmne's feet you wll bring the DIvmne's hands mnto action for whatever goal the
D1vme's eyes have chosen. Sometimes a certam 1mbalance mn the nerves adds to
one's psychological attitude. Here the psych1atrst with hus potent pharmacopoea
may come mn as an add1tonal help to you. That 1s why I drew your attent10n to
him

You say: "I am still doubting my mntelhgence as I fmd my mentat1on to be a
bit hazy and vague and sluggish." I thunk that your impress1on 1s due to the
disturbance which you suffered some time ago and the disuse of your mental
powers which followed. Knowmg what a fme show your mmd made m the MBBS
exam and apprec1atmg also the keenness with which you are able often to
analyse yourself and the fehc1ty with which you frequently express your
condition, l can vouch that you have a fme mtelhgence mdeed. You have only to
qmet your bemg and mvoke the Mother's hght to get the ab1hty to see your own
mmnd properly. Neither undervalumg nor overvaluing it, stop bothenng about it
and place 1t at the Mother's disposal.

You want to know "how to distinguish between the 'tranquil Vast throbbmg
behind our human smallness' and the consciousness of calm and self-gvmng that
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is developing." I would advise you to concern yourself with the consc10usness
you speak of. Its development will set you mn touch with that tranquil yet
throbbing Vast. The calm you experience is a foretaste of this Vast's tranquillity
and the self-gvmng is a prefigure of 1ts throbbing

Your last question"How to know the D1vine Will and get the strength for
carrying out that W1ll?"-1s answered by pomtmg out to you what you are
already domg: the development of calm and self-giving. Like a flame burnmg m
a windless place, straight up and without a qmver, your practice will pierce into
the mystery of the Divine Dynamism and you wll know that the Dynamism
contacted is Dvmne by the further peace you will enjoy along with a sense of
further magnetic movement towards the Mother. In this cond1t1on her Will is
bound to get revealed and start reshapmg thmgs. (19.8.1992)

k

Of all the mantras given by the Mother my favourite is Sri Aurobindo sharanam
mama-"Sn Aurobmdo 1s my refuge "I have found 1t extremely powerful and at
the same time deeply restful. It cuts through the hardest obstacle and cames the
heart as 1f to its eternal home. I almost sense an aura forming with its utterance,
within which I move protected from all mner forces of harm and on occasion
even from all outer attacks. Ongmally, I beheve, the Mother gave 1t to the
sadhak whose job 1t was to take the Ashram's dead for cremation. She said that
no ceremonies were to be performed but only this mantra was to be repeated a
hundred and twenty times. It must have provided to the soul parted from the
body a new body of subtle vibrations bmldmg, as it were, an Aurobmdonian
embrace sh1eldmg 1t from whatever adversary would come out of the unknown.
Then nothmg would obstruct 1t from reachmg its place of divine repose before
the next embodied entry mto hfe's battle on earth.

I have heard of Vrpasana med1tat1on and I dare say it Is an interesting
practiceattending to one's ·inhalation and exhalation-but what about the
content of the consc10usness at the time? Is only one-pointedness of the mind the
amm? Japa, with which you want me to compare or contrast 1t, would mean
concentration on the chosen deity whose name is being repeated. Naturally 1t
would start a movement of bhaktz, devotion. I don't suppose any deity-name 1s
associated with the act of breathing mn and breathing out.

In Sn Aurobmdo's Yoga there 1s no specific place for breath-practice or
name-repetition, though nothmg_ that may help a particular md1vidual 1s ruled
out. No special posture of the body 1s recommended, either. In the early days Sn
Aurobindo used to do his sadhana walkmg 7 or 8 hours a day1 We start straight
with the consc10usness. Just yesterday I read the Mother's answer to a quest1on
put by a very young man many years ago. He asked: "What 1s real meditation?"
She rephed: "It is an active and dehberate concentration on the DIvmne Presence
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and a sustained, alert contemplation of that Subhme Reahty ''
To me personally, meditation in its essence and at its best means a state of

unforced inwardness, with eyes open or shut, in which, against a background of
wide tranquilhty, there 1s a flow of consciousness from the depth of the heart
towards the D1vine Presence whose visible form was Sr Aurobmndo or the
Mother-a flow trom a Divine Presence itself hidden in that depth. Its effect is
felt mn the whole bemng, mncludmng the body, as a warm, pervasive, qu1et,
consecrated happiness ready to receive· whatever gift of Grace comes from
within, around or beyond (258 1992)

AMAL KIRAN
(K D SETHNA)

FROM ILLNESS TO HEALTH

TWO UNCOMMON INSIGHTS

THE catch in our breath when we are startled, the tens1on m our guts when we're
worried, the exhaustion we feel from our anxiety,__ are as much a part of our
illnesses as are the bactena and viruses which attack us-and can, in fact, be just
as debihtating, just as deadly.

DR. RONALD GLASSER

*

Over 2,000 years ago Aristotle descnbed the habit of laughter as "a bodily
exercise precious to health " And philosophers and psychiatrists from Plato to
Freud agree that the act of laughter 1s characterized by a sudden release of
tension. Few activities can produce such wide-spread beneficial effects. Laughter
aids digestion by increasing glandular secretion, relaxes the muscles and brings a
blush to the skm and a sparkle to the eyes. "I've seldom been called upon to help
a person who had a sense of the nd1culous," one psychiatrist observed, "and I've
never had to treat anyone who could really laugh at himself."

DONALD NORFOLK



SRI AUROBINDO--AS I HAVE SEEN HIM

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF A BENGALI BROADCAST ON RADIO
CALCUTTA ON SRI AUROBINDO'S BIRTHDAY ON 15 AUGUST 1992

I HAVE Seen Him, heard Hus voice, have served Hmm, received Hus Grace and
have lived with Him day and mght for twelve momentous years. I have observed
in those days all His outer hfe, steady and unhastmg, poised and serene,
everythmg emergmg from a wide consciousness-an impersonal supreme
Purusha. I have had the f1rm conviction that He was not a human bemg; He was
the One who had taken up a human body: manusm tanum asrtam.

In the month of November 1938, He stumbled and fell down in His own
room at night and received a severe mjury on His nght knee. As a result the thigh
bone snapped mnto two A few disciples were called to His presence m that
emergency His seclusion came to an end and we had the prrvlege of attending
on Him year after year Two of us from among the rest were whole-time
attendants. myself as a 'medical disciple', the other as Sn Aurobmdo's personal
attendant In add1ton to my med1cal duty I had the opportunity to serve Hmm mn
His literary works as well when Hrs eyes1ght began to fail I was chosen as HIs
scribe during the time He was composing Hrs great epic Savtn It was an
unforgettable boon given to me

Before this time I was mn charge of the Ashram Dispensary. In my leisure
hours I used to mdulge m literary pursmts, as a part of sadhana. I started wntmg
Bengali and English poetry with Sr Aurobmndo's power of mnsp1rat1on to help me
m this qmxotlc venture, for I had never attempted 1t before, though I had a taste
for literature. He used to see my'juvenile oddrtues, particularly mn my English
compos1t1on He would train my ear to the sound of words, diction and the
movement of metre and rhythm; mn short, He mutated me mn the art of compos1
ton. Moreover, He gave me the freedom to correspond with Him on vanous
subjects, mundane and spmtual to help me develop my mtellectual power, not 1n
the spmt of a hard taskmaster but as an mdulgent and understanding fnend.
Thus a close mntmmacy grew up between the Guru and the disciple; light and
laughter, mild rebuke on the part of the Master and almost unchartered freedom
given to the d1sc1ple-these two combmed in a happy union taught me to love the
Guru Fear, awe, secrecy and other mental, vital frailties were transformed by
Hus drvmne love mnto • frank and open psychic bond Such a umque relation
between Guru and Shushya seems unheard of mn spiritual history; spec1ally the
fact that when the Guru seated in the highest pmnacle of the Supermmd could be
at once a humonst took people by happy surpnse.

Now I shall bnefly descnbe what I have seen of Him with my outer
perceptions durmg those twelve years. After havmg established a close mtimacy
with the Guru through correspondence, when I met Him face to face, I was

93
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overwhelmed. What a glowing body, soft and tender yet qmte massive, long hair
and beard tmged with gold and silver, deep soft gaze, an affable mien,
brightenmg with a pure detached humour! The Gita's equality was the hall-mark
of all Hrs demeanour and acton

I have seen Him in His various aspects. When the fracture of the thigh bone
caused Him intense pam and He was confined to bed, He remamed calm and
still, almost silent and mdrawn. After the recovery, we have seen Him in the
early hours of the morning a solemn figure absorbed 1n a contemplation beyond
our ken. And when He was immersed m wntmg He forgot time and space. The
Mother coming with a drink stood by Hus side watching Hum with a sweet smile.
Cold and heat, food and sleep and bath-these physical necessities "'ere reduced
to a minimum. He has said to us apropos of them and other human mterests: "I
have nothmg human in me."

When 1 1927-1938 He was living m seclusion, He used to wnte answers to
His disciples' questions for 8-9 hours at mght and early mornmg, keepmg
Himself in this way mn contact with them. At that time, I asked Him, "Is there a
place 1 your yoga regardmg the question of India's Independence?'' He wrote
back: "All that is settled. India's independence is mev1table. What she will do
with her independence is a matter not yet settled. Goonda Raj, Bolshevik Raj,
corrupt1on? Things are ominous."

During the last World War we saw Him concerned with the destmy of India
and the world, but free from the slightest ripple of anxiety or worry of any kind.
When all Europe and parts of Asia were gripped m terror, Sri Aurobmdo was
watchmg everything from His seclusion. He was seeing Hitler's rise like a meteor
and his triumphal march across Europe, his demomac hunger to swallow all in
his way and establish a German hegemony over the world. Sri Aurobmdo gave a
call to the nations and to India to umte all their forces and stand agamst this
terrible menace. That is why He asked Ind1a to s1de with the Allies. But He
Himself was unperturbed, free from all fear. Even when the disciples were
shaken, Sri Aurobmndo's voice resounded: "Is Hitler Immortal? The Divine is
not cowed down by Hitler." Durmg our attendance on Him we used to look
forward to an occasion when Sn Aurobindo would come down from His
empyrean and spend some relaxed evenmgs with us. At that time we had the
freedom to talk about all subjects, spmtual and mundane, personal, universal
and transcendent. And we were struck with wonder how He gave solutions to all
problems mn a few words He would not mmnd our questions, be they senous,
foolish, 1gnorant or trifling or even challenging Hs own views. Our aim was to
draw Hmm out and share precious gems of knowledge which were stored mn His
encyclopaedic vastness We have been rapturously astomshed to see that a Yogi
and Rish1 livmg m seclusion could yet be in touch with all world-events, at the
same time posf>essmg all knowledge beyond the umverse (and that He was
occupied with estabhshmg a harmony between the two planes) That is the
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special feature of His integral yoga: to estabhsh a harmony between the two
planes. In fact all world-movements were reflected m His divine conscious
ness. The subjects round which the mam points of our d1scuss1on revolved were:
His life-stones, Yoga, Supermmd, World War, India's mdependence, litera
ture.

The special feature m these talks was that they were earned on 1n a calm
Impersonal way. He would discuss, analyse things hke a historian mn a dis
passionate manner without lookmng at any mdivdual and enlven the talks with a
piquant humour, a character1stuc of the Bntsh temperament, I suppose, perhaps
acqmred during His stay in England from His seventh to His twenty-first year.
His dealings with us were always sweet and sunny, as if we were His comrades.
But we used to see a different picture during the darshan times. His own
Swarupa would emerge and we would be blessed with the vision of the Golden
Purusha of the Upamshad1c lore. Perhaps Tagore had an mklmg of this Purusha
when he met Sn Aurobindo 1n 1928 and cned out, "You have the Word.
Through your Word India will send an mv1tat10n to the world! Hearken, 0 Sons
of Immortality-srnvantu vsve amrtasya putra..."

Now we come to Poht1cs and some events connected with the War. About
the Cnpps Offer: when He sent a disc1ple-em1ssary to the Congress leaders in
Delhi askmg them to accept 1t, the emissary came back disappointed. Sri
Aurobindo commented: "I knew 1t." Then why did you send him?" we asked.
He answered with a smile, "I have done a bit of nuskama karma. 1"Many leaders
have realised theu mistakes later on. Apropos we remember during the
Mahabharata War Sri Krishna also gave the same reply when he came back with
his peace-offer rejected by the Kauravas. But Sr Aurobindo did not stop helping
India and the world with His spiritual force.

When Hitler swollen with pride and power declared that on the 15th
August, Sri Aurobindo's birthday, he would proclaim from the Buckmgham
Palace his victory over England, freedom's last bastwn agamst him, Sri
Aurobmdo remarked, "This shows that he 1s an Asura." But on this very day an
exceptionally big contingent of his Luftwaffe (Alf Force) was destroyed. Daily
Sri Aurobmdo used to get news of Hitler's war-movements and discuss with us
that dictator's aim and purpose and how they could be checkmated or foiled.
When the final blow came, Sri Aurobindo remained as calm and equal as ever.

Though the entue world was caught in this dire conflagration, Sri
Aurobmdo went on with His daily work. We have seen Him writing and
rewntmg The Life Divine. Day after day chapter after chapter was gettmg
fm1shed; words, insights, ideas were pounng down and waitmg to be given an
epic structure. The Mother has said that during the time when He published His
philosophical review The Arya all His compositions would come down from
above through a s1lent mmnd and He had only to type them out. We had the

·Disinterested action"
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opportunity to see this phenomenon with our own eyes. Beyond all, what has
enchanted me was when He was d1ctatmg Savitn Once about 400 Imes He
dictated at a stretch mn a slow, deliberate rhythm and they needed no rev1s1on.
These lines reached the ne plus ultra of poetry.

He was reticent and grave by nature, but on the other hand replete with wit
and humour when He corresponded with us Let us quote a few examples·

Dscple: The result of the last Darshan was not very happy. Difficulties of
the 1ndrv1dual nature were rushing up?

Sn Aurobmdo: Ind1v1dual and general. The subconscient, sr, the subcon
sc1ent. Bnlhant irruptions of the subterranean Brahman mto the dullness of the
ordinary hufe, er4po7I : (adoration to the subconscious Brahman).
[He wrote 1t m Bengal scrpt ]

Disciple: My eyes always remam watery
Sr Aurobndo. Virgil had eyes hke that, whle Horace used to breathe

hard Once Mycaenus, the great patron of hterature m the reign of Augustus
Caesar, was sittmg between the two poets and said, "I am s1ttmg between sighs
and tears."

*

Dscple The d1vine psychic bemg rs lke a dictator
Sr Aurobndo: No, he 1s rather hke a const1tut1onal monarch.
Dscple: But he always remamns hdden
Sr Aurobndo. That 1s because he waits for the consent of his cabmet

members.

*

A Tantrc-cum-astrologer after readmg Sn Aurobmdo's horoscope seems to
have said that 1n 1947 he would become "the unchallenged sovereign of the
whole world."

Sn Aurobmdo· 1947? Then I will do things qmcker than Hitler! (Turning to
Dr. Manlal, a vstor dscple) What post will you have, Mamla!?

Dr Manda/: Nothmg, Sir.
Sr Aurobndo: No, you must have somethmg to do.
Manlal: T'II be at your feet, Sir, humbly.
Sn Aurobmdo: I'll make you the Chief of the World Medical Service
When India became free 1n 1947 Tnchmopalh Radio asked for a message

from Sn Aurobmdo He agreed and when that message was broadcast, 1t struck
everybody as somethmg umque, a tremendous testament of faith Sn Aurobmdo
began to dictate the message m a quiet clear voce and started mn th1s way.
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"15th August 1947 1s the birthday of free India . 15th August 1s also my
own birthday and 1t 1s naturally gratfymng to me that 1t should have assumed this
vast s1gnuficance I take thus coincidence, not as a fortuitous accident, but as the
sanction and seal of the DIvmne Force that guides my steps on the work with
which I began my hfe, the beginnmg of its full frmtion." Then Sn Aurobmdo
mentioned His five dreams one after the other. In the very first one He
emphasised wth great force that divided Ind1a must become one. The rest of the
dreams are well-known but what He said ,about the future of India-that India
will be the spmtual Guru of the world-has not even been 1magmed by any other
Indian leaders. About the future of the human race His dream 1s beyond our
1magmnaton.

The prophecy by Chutta Ranan Das about Hmm 1s gradually becoming a
fact

Then things took suddenly a most regrettable turn. When He was advancmg
towards His goal after awakemng m us great hope and aspiration-the Mother
used to see the descent of the Supramental Light whenever she visited Sn
Aurobindo's roomHe suddenly disappeared from the earth-scene. We were
plunged mto an overwhelmmg gloom But lo and behold, a wonderful miracle
took place. We saw that Sn Aurobmdo's entire body had been suffused with a
cnmson-golden Light My gnef vamshed and left m its place an ecstatic dehght.
That Light remamed for five days It kept the body fresh and intact for 120
hours. The Government doctor and other high officials and mnumerable v1s1tors
were witness to this amazmg utter lack of physical detenoration m a tropical
climate.

Our firm faith and behef was that Sn Aurobmdo by His own unparalleled
sacrifice had brought down mto matter the supramental consc1ousness-wh1ch
was the mam purpose of His Sadhana. That Power 1s now secretly but mfalhbly
actmg all over the world and wdl one day be an openly reahsed fact. This is our
hope. Sri Aurobmdo has promised to the Mother that till this work 1s done He
will be near us on the subtle-physical plane and will help us from there He has
built Hrs residence on that plane and we visit Hmm at tames mn our dreams.

Sn Aurobindo has sad: "It Is only the divine Love which can bear the
burden I have to bear, that all have to bear who have sacnftced everything else to
the one aim of uphftmg the earth out of its darkness towards the Divine. The
Galho-hke Je m'en fiche-ism (I don't care) would not carry me one step; 1t would
certainly not be divine. It is qmte another thing that enables me to walk
unweeping and unlamentmg towards the goal "

Fmally the idol that will shme ever most bnght in the temple of our in
ner consciousness 1s that of the calm, steady, impersonal Sn Aurobindo of
unbounded peace and mfimte compassion.

Thus Is Sri Aurobmndo as I have seen Hmm with my outer eye and inner
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feeling, but who has known what He is except the Mother? One who has said:

My consciousness climbed hke a topless hill
or

I have drunk the Infinite like a giant's wine

will remain a baffling mystery to our human measure.

NIRODBARAN

THE WARRIOR

FOR 25 NOVEMBER 1992

UP or down,
Though the gomg be tough,
Though the road be rough,
Never will he frown.

Surely the gods admITe
This quenchless fire-
As heavy odds he would fight
Armed with a smile,
And always paint
With hues varied and bnght
The twm canvases
Of literature and hfe,
Girdled with the Mother's Grace
And Sri Aurobindo's Lght.

SHYAM KUMARI



SOME EPISODES FROM THE LIFE OF
"AN EXTRAORDINARY GIRL"

A REPORT BASED ON ORAL COMMUNICATION

( Continued from the issue ofJanuary 1993)

My Elder Uncle

BEFORE I start the subject, let me narrate a small experience which will show
how the Guru's protection is always with me, and with others too though we are
not aware of 1t.

I have told you that I suffer from chrome stomach trouble. The astrologer
who predicted my future had warned me that this trouble would be with me even
mn my old age. Any slight mnduscreton mn diet upsets the stomach and choleralike
diarrhoea makes my body and nerves completely exhausted. I have to keep some
drugs with me that check the disease. One day a friend told me about a drug
which would be very effective mn this condition. It was available in the shops. I
bought some pills and took two of them at the onset of the diarrhoea. When I
was due to take the third one, I saw in a dream our doctor telling me, "Don't
take those pills. They will have a serious effect on you." Next morning I went to
the doctor with the medicine and told him the story. On seeing the medicme, he
cried out, "Good Lord, you would have lost your eyes if you had taken this drug.
It has been proscribed by the Government. I don't know how it .is bemg sold
still."

Now about the uncle. He is very clever, practical and conscientious
regarding others' affairs, but about his own he is extremely careless. He loses his
money and things often without knowing it. Hus wife would boss over hum and
make him do her will in all matters big and small. One day I told him, "Why do
you accept all thus hectoring from your wife mn such a sheepish manner? You are
a man, after all; why should she lead you by the nose?"

"What can I do?" he replied humbly, "She won't do a thing!"
"Then you have to tell her that you are the master of the house. If she

doesn't cook, go to a restaurant and have your meal there. Do this once or twice
and she will fall at your feet."

In thus way, I have straightened his backbone to some extent. His wife was
very jealous of me, for his docility towards me. One day she came to my house
and asked why he was so docile to me.

"Why do you ask?" I countered. "You thmk we are lovers?"
"No, I don't thrnk so."
"Listen,' I sand, "I have no such feelings towards hum, I can assure you. He

1s a good man. I have no guardian who could help me in my worldly affairs in
99
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which I am extremely 1gnorant and inexperienced. He is of great help to me in
these matters and he is a very good man. You know that."

"Yes, I know."
"Then why this jealousy?"
She could not answer. Very probably because he did so much for me and not

for her, thus she could not bear, whuch was qurte natural.
When the wife went to Bombay, he would not call her back.
Now let me recount the small story of, how he rendered me help m a trivial

matter which appeared to me senous My mother and myself used to sleep
together and go on talking till midmght. One mght, I felt a salty taste 1n my
mouth. I slipped mto the bathroom and found that blood was oozmg out. I got a
fright, I called my son who was sleeping mn the next room. He too became
nervous. Our whispers and n01se woke up mother. Seemg fresh blood leaking
from the mouth, she said, "Call the uncle." I said, "No, we shouldn't disturb him
at this hour of the mght.

But they msisted. He was telephoned and my son went to fetch him in his
car. What he dud was so simple. He brought out two bg pieces of 1ce from the
fndge and apphed them on my chest and back, and gave me some ice to suck. I
had done that before without any effect. But uncle's treatment had a quuck
result; the blood flow stopped. Next day the doctor was called. His examination
yielded no clue. There was no sign of T.B. Later, an X-ray revealed that there
was something like a hole in the left lung. The doctor said that blood might have
oozed out from that suspected spot.

(To be continued)
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THE STORY OF A SOUL
BYHUTA

(Continued from the issue of January 1993)

The Mother's Message

tg
Lu teer "
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THE New Year began with this message from the Mother to all:

"We thirst for perfection. Not this human perfection which 1s a perfection
of the ego and bars the way to the drvmne perfection. But that one perfection
which has the power to manifest upon earth the Eternal Truth."

The Mother and I were engrossed mn our Savitri-paintmgs.
I was reading, writing, typing, pamtmg until the small hours of the mornmg.
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It was an immense JOY to work Wlth the Mother I marvelled at her
practicality, refmement, aesthetic sense-mere words cannot do Justice to her
aristocracy, nobility and greatness.

I relished her sparklmg sense of humour time and agam. For example, she
explained to me how to pamt picture two of Book One Canto Three:

"Ongmal and supernal Immanence
Of which all Nature's ...mortal scheme "

"Child, show in your painting how Aswapathy receives the d1vme hght from
above by stretchmg his two arms so that the hght falls m his two palms."

I did the pamtmg with full enthusiasm and took 1t to the Mother. She looked
at it for a second or two and then burst out laughing. I was puzzled and wondered
what there was to laugh about. Then she said, still laughmg.

"My child, here you have shown Aswapathy balancmg two white sticks on
hus palms. Do you think he is giving a performance mn a circus by balancing
the sticks?"

Then 1t was my turn to laugh.
Thus very picture she made me do twice over till she was satisfied with 1t. For

one particular colour she sent me a pale-turquoise transparent paper-weight.
After I had fm1shed the painting she asked me to keep the paper-weight.

Here 1s another episode of her humour:
Aswapathy is m his garden one morning, contemplatmg. He saw a strange

Light. It reminded him of Sav1tri's great mission upon earth. It was obvious that
he had forgotten all about 1t. When the Mother read the passage of this picture
with a magnifymg glass, she looked at me and said qmetly:

"Funny fellow, how could he forget what Savtr had come upon earth to
do?"

And she laughed-I jomned her Her lively sense of humour appeared every
now and then

Sri Aurobmndo has wntten:

"I am not aware that hghly evolved personalties have no sense of humour
or how the person can be said to be mtegrated when this sense 1s lacking.
'Looseness' applies only to a frvolous levity without any substance behind
1t. There Is no law that wisdom should be something rigidly solemn and
without a smile."
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There are stdl many hilarious stones to be told but it is not possible to put
them all here. But I cannot resist this one:

When we were working on Book Three-The Book of the Divine Mother
-m one of the paintings we had to show the Divine Mother in Aswapathy's
heart. The Mother said with an amused smile:

Child, 1f we show the Supreme Mother's face in his heart, then surely
people will think that Aswapathy has fallen in love with a woman. So I think
it is better if we show a golden and white Light enveloping Aswapathy."

And she laughed sweetly. She really had a sense of humour which I loved
immensely.

*

The Mother explained to me painting No. three from the spiritual and occult
pomnt of vew. These lines of Book One Canto Three correspond with the
painting:

"A Seer was born, a shining Guest of Time.
For hum mind's... into the Unknown."

She revealed:

"There are actually twelve bodies in the human bemg. I go out of my
physical body-then leaving one body after another of the twelve within I
enter the subtle worlds and come back gradually to the world of Matter
-that 1s to say, the phys1cal body.

"I become aware of all the details of my bodies before I finally come
back."

*

Painting No. six of Book One Canto Five was extremely tough, because to
bring out the accurate colours of the twelve realms was no joke.

If I write here all the descriptons of thus particular painting and the
explanations given to me by the Mother in detail it will take a whole book!

In short, the Integral Yoga of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother is based on
these very gradations of Consciousness.

The Mother disclosed the truths of all that she had seen and experienced in
those different-coloured spheres by assuming bodies of different colours. This
was when she was practismg Occultism in Algeria under the guidance of Mr.
Theon and hs English wife AIma.
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For mstance, when she went mto the Higher Mind she would assume a pale
blue body. S1mlarly she would do with other realms.

In each realm there dwell typal bemgs.
I was young and so eager to learn from the Mother about the occult

worlds-I was hke a sponge soakmg up every drop of drvmne teaching and tned to
learn well. I may certamly not claim that I have grasped cent per cent-but
surely one per cent! When the Mother revealed to me somethmg, she gave at the
same time her Force to reahse that truth. I felt hfted up on the wmgs of
enchantment and gratitude

*

On the flyleaf of Savun--the book we always kept mn her music-cum
mterview room mn the cupboard she had given to me to keep the several thmgs
needed for our work on Savtr-the Mother wrote·

"A mon cher petit collaborateur
Avec toute ma tendresse "

"To my dear httle collaborator
With all my love."

During that penod I told the Mother: "I do not read many books of Sn
Aurobindo." She said:

"Don't break your head over those books. Concentrate only on Savtri.

Much later when I was domg research work on Savtri I had to read many
times Sri Aurobmndo's and the Mother's books. Apart from this I read numerous
books of renowned writers and poets. I also read Kalidasa in Sanskrit as well as a
translation of him m English

I wanted to learn more music both vocal and instrumental, for I had passed
my advanced examinations in both many years back m RaJkot My physical
mother was anxious that my younger sister and I should learn music, Hmnd and
Sanskrit. I was domg my Senior Cambridge in East Afnca. I had to give up my
studies there and come to India to learn about Indian culture. I passed my
Matriculation exam in RaJkot and joined a college for several months. Then
back to Africa. From there I travelled to England and the Contment m 1952.

I expressed my wish to learn mus1c. The Mother said:

"No, my child, pay exclusrve attention to Savtr."

I wanted to learn sculpture. The Mother disagreed:
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No, 1t wll spoil your hands-it has to do with a material thungclay. It is
better for you not to touch it."

I said: "All right, Mother. But then what should I do after I have fmished
the pamtmgs of the whole of Savitr?" She answered sweetly:

"The new work of Savtr is being prepared for you."

In one of her letters dated 2.11.1962 the Mother wrote:

"We have big work to do together and will do t.
With all my love."

This Is another of her letters dated 13.5 63:

"Dear little child of mine.
Sri Aurobmdo has written most wonderfully-all that can be said on

Savitri-I have nothing to add to rt. But surely ] shall help you to do all the
paintings with the proper mnspration."

Nevertheless, the Mother has wntten many letters to me on Savitri.
Indeed, Inspuation simply gripped me and drove me once it was mvoked.
Here I recalled the day when I was doing the paintings of Book Eleven

-The Book ofEverlasting Day-I invoked Inspiration late at night. I did eleven
pamtmgs overmght-at a stretch. In a jiffy I could finish them! I totally forgot
my existence!

The next morning I found blisters on my fingers and realised the work of the
divine Inspuation using my hands only!

For those paintmgs the Mother remarked:

"Child, you have done exactly what Sri Aurobindo meant and wrote in the
Epic."

The following morning she sent me a card accompanied by these words:

"The Light, the Peace and the Love of the Lord always."

*

Sometimes I read out the passages of Savitri to the Mother. She taught
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me how to read Savitri-slowly, clearly.
The Mother wrote this letter to me dated 7.7.1965:

"Dear little child of mme.
You like to read Savrtr to me and to say your feelg about it-th1s Is

quite all rght-and I lke your understanding of Savtn, whch 1s also all
right so everything is all rght and you can be sure of my fnendsh1p.

LOVE."
*

The Mother arranged my reading Savtr with Amal Karan (K D. Sethna) m
1962. Sri Aurobindo had first mtroduced Savttn to Amal in pnvate drafts and
wntten to him all the letters that are now published along with the Epic. Ambalal
Puran went to the States. After he had returned from America, he passed away
I finished reading with hum the First Book of Savtr.

For the first time Amal and I met upstatrs m the passage which connects the
Mother's and Sn Aurobindo's rooms. I casually asked him about a chessboard,
because the Mother and I were doing somethmg on that theme. He drew 1t and
made me understand 1t.

When we started ou reading of Savtri, some mterested people warned
Amal agamst me and asked him to stop readmgwith me. Amal cut them short by
saying: "The Mother has arranged our readmg. Besides, I have seen and felt
Huta's soul. I cannot back out "

He made me understand Savtr intellectually and aesthetically.
Durmg our readmg in my apartment Chmmoy who is now m U.S.A. came

to give me some whrte roses sent by the Mother. Many a time he brought the
Mother's letters. He used to work with Amnta, the General Manager of the Sn
Aurobmdo Ashram. The Mother gave the letters and roses to Amnta who then
passed them on to Chmmoy.

It was 7th August 1965 when I finished readmg the whole of Savtri with
Amal. I could not check my tears of joy. Amal too was moved. We shook hands
over the long harmonious collaboration and the wonderful discuss1ons.

That day m the afternoon I went to the Mother to mform her about 1t. She
heaved a sugh of happiness and said:

"Ah, one great work is done."

*

When the pamtings of the whole Savtr were over and they were exhi
bated mn February 1967 along with the Mother's sketches, the Mother praised
me:
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"Child, you have done nice work. The exhibition is a big success. Within
ten years not only have you progressed outwardly but inwardly as well. You
have achieved somethmg. I am happy.

You can do beautiful things. Now everything will come to you
automatically-naturally-without any effort.

The Lord wants you to paunt the creation of the New World.
Now the Inspirat10n is constantly hovering over your head. When you

invoke It, It will come down."

*

It was my smcere aspiration from my childhood that I should do something
worthwhile mn my hfe.

In 1965 I wrote to the Mother expressing my feeling that I did not want
peace and happmess for myself alone but for the whole world. The Mother
answered:

"I know that.
Blessings."

k

In 1961 the Mother explained to me pamntmng No. eightof Book One
Canto Five" 'On one s1de a cradle and on the other a grave.' In between there
was only one path. Above there was a big white star. Human life runs from
cradle to grave and after the grave there is re-birth and so again the cradle. None
bothers to look up to the star!"

When the Mother saw the pamtmg, I suddenly burst mto tears. I sobbed
heavily. The Mother with all her compassion tried to soothe me. Then after a few
mmutes I could speak: "Mother, I am not weeping for my own unhappmess and
sorrow. But I am weepmg for the whole of humamty. For they do not know that
there 1s the Supreme Goal-the Dvmne-that there is an aim for their lves and
that is to nse above the earth consciousness to the Eternal Consc10usness. I am
very sorry "

Once agamn my eyes filled with tears.
The Mother was touched by my soul's feeling. She took me into her arms

and said:

"I know, my child "

On one occasion I sand to her: "Mother, I feel that I am a little better
compared to most people because I have the flame of good will for all, burning
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constantly within my heart."
She at once responded:

"Yes, my child, I know, that 1s true."

Then after a pause she added:

"Do you know, in the whole world there 1s a handful (gesture) of people
who have good will and who want the Divine?"

"Good will" reminds me of the Mother's words to Vasudha who was her
personal attendant:

"True nobility, true supenonty lies mn good will."

(To be continued)
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THE SPIRIT BEHIND
IT is particularly important, for those of us who are involved m teachmg Physical
'Education to students and others, to be transparently clear about the Ideal for
whuch we exist.

When I started Phys1cal Education here mn the Ashram m 1945 the object
was to provide health and physical fitness to our children and to develop m them
certain moral and mner qualities that would be helpful in the1r mtegral life.

But the role of physical education became more clear and precise when Sn
Aurobindo gave us the ideal m his message to us published mn our first Bulletm m
1949: I

"The perfection of the body, as great a perfection as we can bring about by
the means at our disposal, must be the ultimate aim of Physical Culture.
Perfection is a true aim of all culture, the spintual and psychic, the mental, the
vtal, and 1t must be the aim of our phys1cal culture also. If our seeking rs for total
perfection of the being, the physical part of it cannot be left aside; for the body is
the material basis, the body is the mstrument which we have to use, Sariram
khalu dharmasiidhanam, says the old Sanskrit adage, the body is the means of
fulfilment of dharma, and dharma means every ideal which we can propose to
ourselves and the law of its workmg out and its action. A total perfection 1s the
ultimate aim which we set before us, for our ideal is the Divine Life which we
wish to create here, the hfe of the Spirit fulfilled on earth, life accomplishing its
own Spiritual Transformation even here on earth in the condition of the materal
umverse. That cannot be unless the body too undergoes a transformation, unless
its action and functionmg attain to a supreme capacity and the perfection which
1s possible to it or which can be made possible "

Thus 1deal then 1s the only raison d'etre behind the existence of the
Department of Physical Education. And to realise this ideal The Mother gave us
all her help and gmdance. Followmg 1s the process that I learnt from The Mother
and I share 1t with you.

1. In this approach for the work of integral transformation, the first thing
necessary 1s the True Consciousness. To be conscious first about the truth of our
bemg-the psychic bemg. Then we have to know mn detail the parts and activities
of our complete bemg. Then with true knowledge and understanding we have to
organise our mmd, hfe and body with all the1r mnumerable parts around this
Central Truth. We have to train and educate ourselves to be guided only by the
psych1c inspiration.

The qualities which will help us in this process are faith, aspiration,
devotion, smcerity and surrender. The result of the achievement will be that the
psych1c will express True Love. True Love whch is the source of joy, 1s pure and
des1reless. It gives freely without an, demand or bargain. Hatred and jealousy
on the other hand destroy the body and have no part m this True Love.

109
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2. The vital and the mmd-the two great forces-must not rule over the
body. Their excessive demands spol the body with ther 1deas, their Impulses
and their desires. But cooperation of the mmnd and vital 1s essential for thus work.
They have to be taught and trained mn the custom of d1sc1phne, obedience and
order so that they become plastic and receptive enough to recerve the higher
lght and allow 1t to make the necessary changes. Thus 1s a long process but with
patience and perseverance the control 1s possible and the fmal achievement will
be that the mind wll express True Knowledge, the vutal Indomitable Power and
the physical will express Beauty in form and Beauty mn action.

3. Growth of the body consc1ousness-"One development of utmost value
is the awakenmg of the essential and mstmct1ve body consciousness which can
see and do what 1s necessary without any mdicat10n from mental thought and
which is equrvalent in the body to swift ms1ght m the mmd and spontaneous and
rapid decision m the will," says Sn Aurobindo. Through all sorts of games,
sports and physical activities we aim to bmld up this body consc10usness, leadmg
to a gradual control, mastery and transformation of the body

4. Smee the body is the main mstrument of this work, it has to be protected
and taken care of by an apphcation of the knowledge of health, hygiene, physical
exercises, preventive and curative medicine, etc. Basic knowledge of all the
above subJects in theory and practice 1s an essential a1d mn the process of
developmg the 'body consciousness'.

5. The body must be kept in a perfectly balanced state With the proper
amount of work and rest, food, exercise and sleep, it should always remain m a
constant state of Sat-Ch1t-Ananda. Ananda 1s our pnme mover-It is the
rejuvenator and must saturate our whole physical bemg The result of this
achievement will be prolongat10n of youth and maintenance of health and
physical fitness of the body for a very long penod and to stop or slow down the
process of deter1oration finally leading to Immortality.

This work therefore includes both the mner and the outer selves. To get
guidance for the mner work, we have to come m contact with the Mother's and
Sn Aurobindo's pervadmg consciousness and their mnumerable wntmgs. For
the outer work The Mother has orgamsed the Ashram with all the different
departments of Education for trammg the different parts of the being and the
departments of work for havmg opportumt1es m the matenal field to express
oneself through them.

So many times this thought comes that if we had been born mn a certam
epoch when humamty made a serious attempt to make a progress, we would
have put out all our best to help mn the cause and that way would have enJoyed
ourselves m domg somethmg truly worthy Perhaps we were born at that time
and made a good contnbutlon for that cause.

But now a time has come when we are offered a most valued opportumty to
do something for the progress of humamty. And this progress 1s extremely
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important in the history of the world when a defmite attempt and work is being
done for changing the consciousness of man and makmg out of him a bemg which
is a step further in the terrestrial evolution.

Therefore, with all conviction, I would say to my friends and colleagues that
we are fortunate to be born m Sn Aurobindo's age and we have the special
privilege of being chosen to do thus work mn thus world. Thus can be a unique
contribution on the part of physical education. I would go to the extent of saying
that we stand alone as the only orgamsation in the educational scene which has
the responsibility to teach physical education, leading to physical transforma
tion.

Therefore, upon our shoulders falls the responsibility of developing in each
boy and grl a will for physical fitness that will persist throughout their life. The
commg generation should not be able to blame us that because of lack of our
will, our small and limited vision, our lack of conviction for the ideal, lack of
dedication and selflessness we could not exploit our cause sufficiently, we have
not been able to do what we could have done.
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SRI AUROBINDO-THE SOUL OF INDIA
( Continued from the issue ofJanuary 1993)

THERE were three ob1ectives m Sn Aurobindo's pohcy which he set forth in his
paper, Bande Mataram. First, he kept the ideal of Independence constantly
before the people. As early as September 1906, the theme of 'Absolute Swaray'
was uttered repeatedly in the pages of the Bande Mataram as well as in Sn
Aurobmdo's speeches, so that it might be fixed m the mmds of the people. The
concept of complete independence was revolutionary and very unfam1har during
that period when India was oppressed and enslaved by the alien rule and ahen
thought.

The second obyectrve was to make the Bande Mataram the mouthpiece of
the Nationalist Party. Through 1t he explamed the ideals and programmes of the
new movement, represented by the Party. He exposed the weaknesses of the
other parties. He wanted the Nationalists to enlist popular support and then gain
control over the Congress. Accordmg to Sn Aurobmdo, "The New Thought
holds and declares as a fundamental axiom of poht1cal phllosophy that the
countenance of foreign predominance or overlordshup in any shape or form,
political, mdustrial, mtellectual, social or religious, 1s fatal to the contmuance
and growth of self-consc10us hfe among a people subject to such overlordsh1p;
and the New Thought, therefore, asks-shall India be permitted to have an
independent destiny which she would be at liberty to work out mn her own way;
or shall she be dragged at the charot-wheels of a superior Power whch shall
dictate terms and condtons upon which she should be permitted to grow?7

On Apnl 26, 1907, Sn Aurobmdo wrote:
"The new movement 1s not pnmanly a protest agamst bad Government-it

Is a protest against the contmuance of Bnt1sh control; whether that control 1s
used well or ll, justly or mnjustly, rs a minor and unessential consideration. It 1s
not born of a disappointed expectation of admusson to Brutish citizenship,it 1s
born of a conv1ct1on that the time has come when India can, should and will
become a great, free and umted nat10n It 1s not a negative current of
destruction, but a pos1t1ve, constructive impulse towards the makmg of modern
India. It 1s not a cry of revolt and despair, but a gospel of nat10nal faith and hope
Its true description 1s not Extremism, but Democratic Nationalism.

"These are the real issues There are at present not two parties m India, but
three,-The Loyalists, the Moderates and the Nationaltsts The Loyalists would
be satsfed with good Government by British rulers and a l1muted share in the
administration; the Moderates desire self-government within the Br1tush Emp1re,
but are wiling to want for rt mndefintely; the Nationalists would be satsfed with
nothing less than independence whether within the Empire, 1f that be possible,
or outside 11, they believe that the nation cannot and ought not to wait, but must

I 12
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bestir itself immediately, if it 1s not to pensh as a nation. "2

As we have already seen, in order to involve the people in the struggle of
freedom Sn Aurobindo wrote a senes of articles on Passive Resistance and
Boycott, which we may consider the third obJectlve of the Bande Mataram. Sn
Aurobindo wntes:

"The first principle of passive resistance, therefore, which the new school
have placed in the forefront of their programme, 1s to make administration under
present conditions mipossible by an organised refusal to do anything which shall
help either British commerce in the exploitation of the country or Bntish
officialdom in the administration of it,-unless and until the conditions are
changed in the manner and to the extent demanded by the people. This attitude
is summed up in the one word, Boycott. "1

Sri Aurobmndo laud out the rationale of economic boycott in the followmg
words: "We are dissatisfied with the fiscal and economical conditions of Bntlsh
rule mn Ind1a, wth the foreign exploitation of the country, the continual bleeding
of its resources, the chronic famine and rapid impovenshment which result, the
refusal of the Government to protect the people and their mdustries. Accord
mgly, we refuse to help the process of exploitation and impoverishment m our
capacity as consumers, we refuse henceforth to purchase foregn and especially
Bnt1sh goods or to condone their purchase by others. By an organised and
relentless boycott of Bntish goods, we propose to render the further explo1tat1on
of the country impossible. "4

Sri Aurobmndo, through the columns of the Bande Mataram, kept up a
constant stream of invigorating and insplfing comment on the movement. He
saw in the boycott movement a potent weapon whereby 1t might be possible for
India to shake off the Bnt1sh rule without a bloody revolution. Again, Sri
Aurobindo in one of hs speeches said: "On therr fidelity to Swadeshi, to
Boycott, to passive resistance rested the hope of a peaceful and spintual
salvat10n. On that it depended whether India would give the example unpre
cedented m history of a revolution worked out by moral force and peaceful
pressure.""

Boycott, as we have noted, involves abstamnmng from the purchase of foreign
goods. But 1t does not mean that the people should be stopped for ever from
consuming goods at present manufactured abroad. The logical corollary of
boycott, therefore 1s swadesh, the manufacture in one's own country of all the
goods that the people reqmre. This obviously cannot be done overnight, in fact,
1t is a long and slow process, but the ideal of economic self-sufficiency is an
essential counterpart of the theory bf boycott. Sn Aurobmdo puts 1t thus: "Ifwe
refuse to supply our needs from foreign sources, we must obviously supply them
ourselves, we cannot have the industnal boycott without swadesh and the
expans1on of Indigenous industres. ""

The boycott had two great aims The first was to shake the foundations of
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Bntish power m India, the second to bring about a rapid growth m mdustnes for
producing in India goods reqmred by its people. Sr Aurobmndo always stressed
both the aspects For him they were two sides of the same com, boycott the
negative side and swadesh the positive. Thus he wntes: "The first cond1t1on of a
successful boycott, therefore, is the organisation of national industry with a view,
first, to the improvement and extension of that which exists, secondly, to the
openmg up of new Imes of enterpnse. "1 Agam he argues that "Boycott of foreign
goods 1s a necessary condition for the encouragement of Swadeshu industries..."

The boycott-swadesh movement did lead to a remarkable spurt m
indigenous mdustry; specially m such fields as textiles where a bonfire ot
Manchester and Lancashire cloth became a common sight throughout the
country.

In India's Fight for Freedom by Handas and Uma Mukherjee the authors
say: "Swadeshu Movement, bemng at once a patnotlc and an economic move
ment, gave a mighty stimulus not only to our poht1cal aspirations but also to the
mdustrial regeneration of the country The weaving mdustry of India in
particular received the greatest impetus from the swadesh movement By
systematic and relentless boycott of Bntish cloth and by fostenng and stlmulatmg
a temper for thmgs swadesht, the national movement of 1905 created mn the
country a tremendous demand for md1genous articles. As the demand for
md1genous cloth grew, mcreasmg attempts were made to start new mills. 1905,
with Mr. R.C. Dutt as the president [of the first Indian Industnal Conference
held at Benares], was a very sigmficant step m the direction of focussing pubhc
attention on the immense prospects and poss1biltres of native mndustres and
succeeded m mspmng thelf mmds along the Imes of constructive swadeshi. ""

Obviously Sri Aurobmdo's pohtical concepts of boycott and swadesh were
closely hnked, and he mtmted that tf both were successful the full poht1cal
advantage would be forthcommg m the national struggle agamst foreign
dommnat1on.

(To be continued)

N1LIMA DAS
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SHAKESPEARE IN THE LIGHT OF SANSKRIT POETICS
SANSKRIT poetics, rich and complex as 1t 1s, has many branches or schools. The
theory of Rasa Is but one of the many time-honoured theories of dramatics and
poetry. Like many other theories 1t can be traced back to Bharata's Natyas@stra,
1f not earlier, and smce then it has developed and proliferated m the works of
many later commentators and theorists. The Rasa theory is one which is
applicable to all literary works irrespective of time and place and 1t is difficult to
resist the temptation to apply rt to the works of Shakespeare. Before we discuss
his plays in the light of the Rasa theory, however, 1t 1s necessary for us to know
the essential features of the theory itself.

One cannot do better than go to the very fountainhead of· the theory, and
see what Bharata has to say about Rasa Accordmg to him, permanent emot1ons
(sthiiy[ bhiiva} become Rasa by bemg umted with different emotlons.1 Rasa is not
the taste itself, but that which 1s tasted mn the experiencing of aesthetic pleasure
mn poetry. His cryptic pronouncements have been endlessly discussed and
commented upon in the ensuing centures Scholars of different philosophical
schools mterpreted Bharata m the hght of the doctrines they followed.
Abhmnavagupta, for example, was a scholar of the Sava-Advaita school and his
interpretation of the rasa theory was steeped in thus doctrne. Hus theores had
been accepted by scholars till Pand1traJa Jagannatha gave an mnterpretat1on
leanmg towards Nyaya and Vedanta. The term 'rasa"' today, 1s understood 1n
three different ways. It can mean:

(a) artistic express1on of emot1on,
(b) experiencing of poetic beauty based on emotion,
(c) poetic beauty in general. 1

The last meaning is not a scholarly one and 1s used by laymen. One can say that
poetry 1s the artistic express1on of emotion and rasa is the experiencing of that
artistic beauty. Rasa, therefore, has two aspects-the obJectJve one of poetic
beauty based on emotions, and the subjective one of the reader's expenence of
that beauty. Abhmava says:

"There 1s 1dent1flcation and emotional rapport (tadiitmya) between the
feelings of the protagonist and the audience. This feelmg is different from
ordmary feelings as 1t 1s the result of indirect perception and also the direct
perception of the spectator while he 1s in a state of detachment. This immediate
experience of eqmlibrium is what is called rasa".4

Rasa, therefore, is intimately connected with emotions. Bhava or emotion
has been grven an objective basis mn natyas@stra: 1t 1s that which explains the
meaning of poetry to the discerning reader, mcludmg the different elements of
poetry and those of drama. Sanskrit poetics does not deal with ordinary
emotions, but with sthiiy[ or permanent and saiiciir[ or transient emotions.
Permanent emotions exist_ in the individual's mind in the form of desires. They
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exist without any causes whereas transient emot10ns depend on causes. These
permanent emotions are related to the basic instincts of life and not subject to
any accidental change. It ·rs only these permanent emotions that can be
umversahzed and can attain the state of rasa. Bharata includes vibhiiva (deter
minant), anubh@va (consequent) and vyabhcari (transitory) within bhava
(emot10n). Accordmg to him there are eight sthayi (permanent) bhavas, thirty
three sancarfs (transient), and eight sattvika As can be expected, the nature of
the bhavas, ther number and categories have been endlessly discussed by later
scholars

Bharata grves us eight rasas based on these eight sth@yis: Srig@ra (the
erotc), Hasya (the com1c), Karuna (the pathetic), Raudra (the furous), Vira
(the hero1c), Bhayanaka (the terrible), Bbhatsa (the odous), the Adbhuta (the
marvellous). This classification 1s not an orgmnal one. Bharata himself mentions
an ancient sage named Druhmna, thus making rt clear that thus class1f1cat1on had
already become a well-established one by his time.

Dandm, coming after Bharata, also mentions only eight rasas. It was
Udbhava who added Santa (qmetude) as the mnth rasa. Many add1t1Qns to these
nme have been made by later scholars but most of them, after much discussion,
have been rejected. Thus Rudrata had added preyan, with sneha as its perma
nent emotion. Mahimbhatta, the writer of the Agm-Purana, and Mammata
discuss the rasas, but have nothmg special to say about their numbers.
Dhananyaya summarly dismisses rasas Ike Mrgaya and Aksa as posited by some
of hs contemporaries' /

Abhmnavagupta accepts Santa very firmly, saymg that there are nine rasas,
neither more nor less. He admits that there are scholars who accept three other
rasas besides these· Sneha, Laulya and Bhakt, but he himself does not accord
them independent existence Three others are mentioned by Ramchandra
Gunacandra: Vyasana, Duhkha and Sukha, but he 1s by no means very emphatic
about giving them independent status. VIsvanatha Kaviraja accepts the nine
rasas and insists on adding Vatsalya.°

Bhanudatta divides the rasas 1to two categories: laukaka (ordinary) and
alaukika (extraordinary). The rasas of the second group comprise three kmds:
(a) svapmka, i.e. those derived from dreams (b) manorathi, 1.e derived from
wishes, and (c) aupanayzka-found m poetry and drama. Bhanudatta mcludes
the nine rasas wIthmn this last category and adds Vatsalya, Laulya, Bhakt,
Kalpana and Maya to the original nine.7

Rupa Gosvami posits a very different categorsaton. He was a devoted
Va1snava scholar and hs interpretation of the rasa theory is coloured by h1s
religion. He declares Bhakt to be the most important rasa-all the others bemg
contained within 1t. It 1s not necessary here to go into the details of hus theory.

At present scholars accept the mne rasas as advocated by the last great
Sanskrit scholar, Pandrtaraja Jagannatha. He firmly upholds the traditional
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categorisation. Of late some more rasas have been mentioned by modern
writers. Bharatendu Harishchandra, for example, has argued the estabhshing of
Bhakt, Vatsalya, Sakhya and Pramod as independent rasas. Prakrti or Udatta
rasa has been added by Ramchandra Shukla, Desa-bhakt by Dr. Gulab Rai,
Krantz, Udvega and Praksova have been invented by Marathi rhetoncians. The
account given above is by no means exhaustive as there still remain many rasas
that have been mentioned but not accepted by scholars. How many of these will
endure remams to be seen.

The nature of the different rasas and their importance has also undergone
continuous scrutiny. Different scholars grve importance to different rasas. Thus
Bhavabhuti pleads the cause of Karuna as the most important of all the rasas,
and the others, he claims, ongmate from it. Four centuries later Abhinavagupta9

establishes Santa as the chiefest of all the rasas. At about the same time Bhoja
emphatically.declares the supremacy of Srtigiira. Many other theorists and poets
agree with him. The Vaishnava scholars on the other hand not only established
Bhakti as a rasa but claim that 1t is the basic rasa and all the others have thetr
origin in it.

Since there are so many rasas with their causes, effects and many other
accompanying phenomena, and since they concern the poet, poetry and the
reader, it is but natural that the expenencmg of rasa would be highly complex,
with pitfalls everywhere for the scholar and the critic. There are, for example,
certain difficulties faced by the poet that often give rise to flaws in the
communication of rasa. Some rasas can co-exist with others and sometimes they
cannot. This is quite an intricate subject and different scholars give different
charts about the relationship between the several rasas. When this relationship is
not properly observed we have rasa-virodha, of different types. When the rasa
expenence itself is imperfect we may have rasa-vzghna and rasiibhiisa. These,
agamn, have several subdrvisons, conditions and refutations. Different scholars
have given meticulous classifications and analyses of these factors. Though one
cannot set forth these arguments, it will be a serious omission if one does not
mention the idea of ang rasa. Whenever any literary work contains many rasas
mn it, there is one rasa that dommates the entire work. This is called the angi rasa
and all the others are subservient to 1t. The angi rasa of the_ Riimiiyana, for
example, is Karuna. Bharata himself has mentioned angi rasa and later scholars
also have discussed 1t. Anandavardhana firmly established the concept of ang or
main rasa. Later on in relevant contexts attempts will be made to explain this
idea somewhat more m detail.

(To be continued)

RATRI RAY
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EMBRACE

IN some fiendish hour of fever and fnght
I perceived the approach of a marvellous Friend
As if a winsome flower wafted into my sight
Shot from an unseen bow of Benigmty.
He came, with moon-gold smile, raining unbearable bliss,
Vowed to salvage my storm-hit hope,
Hus lips stired wth an "I-am-here" refrain,
His eyes watching kindly my sorrowmg self's mud-covered grope.
His hand, like a sudden ladder, leaned down from a rimless vast,
It plunged me mto a mystic cavern, a tunnel towards light,
For me to carry the gft of aspiration's flame
With no my-ness uttenng its name.
Often I have betrayed my Fnend with self-pnde
And buned his memory mn the dust,
Still a benison follows me on with unfading trust
To meet me somewhere beyond thought's regime,
A warm and wide Embrace closes mn from every side.

SEIKH ABDUL KASAM



QUANTUM
AND THE ENORMOUS CHANGE
(Continued from the ssue of January 1993)

Assessment of Copernicus's Work

IT 1s necessary to assess the contnbution of Copernicus m its historical-soc1al
context as well as in the context of the part played by 1t m future developments.
This will enable us to understand the enormous change it introduced m our
pattern of thmkmg and at the same time to recognise the path it paved for a
rat10nahst1c outlook on life. The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, looks at the work
of Copernicus as follows:

"The Copernican system . placed the sun close to the center of the umve1 se
and the earth m orbit around the center.. [m that process his theory also changed
the earlier] piecemeal approach forever. He effected a Kantian revolution m
astronomy perhaps even more than Kant effected a Copernican revolution m
philosophy. Copernicus relocated the pnmary observational problem, that of
explainmg the apparent retrograde motions of the planets, by construing the
motions not as somethmg the planets 'really' did 'out there,' but as the result of
Our own mot1on. ..

"Copernicus was led to conclude that, m view of the plethora of epicycles
reqmred by the Ptolemaic system to account for the observed motion of the
heavenly bodies, 1t must contam some basic error He found that the assumption
of a movmg earth, however absurd and counterintuitive it appeared, led to a
much simpler and aesthetically superior system..

"Fundamentally, then, Copermcus argued that the observational intncacies
of planetary motion were not real, but merely apparent This argument made
planetary motion simpler to comprehend but our own motion more mtncate and
therefore harder to believe ..

"Copernicus's scheme is systematically simpler. It required more indepen
dent concepts than some others, but these were deductively interlocked.
Copernicus was astronomy's Euchd. He constructed out of the disconnected
parts of astronomy .. a systematic monument of scientific theory. What Euclid
had done for geometry, and what Newton was later to do for physics, Copernicus
did for pos1tonal astronomy..

"The 1mphcations of Copermcamsm can hardly be exaggerated. Even
rehg10us revolut1onanes such as Luther and Melanchthon came to view
Copernicus's position with abhorrence Has views challenged the literal mnter
pretat1on of Scripture, the philosophical and metaphysical foundations of moral
theory, and even common sense itself. The result was a massive opposition,
learned and lay, to the reported ideas of Copernicus. It was the slow, sure
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acceptance of the technical De Revolutonbus by natural philosophers that
ultimately qmeted the general clamour against heliocentnc1sm. Without the
riotous reaction against it, Copernicus's book might have been but a calm
contribution to scholarship . In the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries,
however, the name Copernicus became a battle cry against the establishments in
rehg10n, in philosophy, and in natural science ....

"Copernicus eprtom1zed the well-tramed, thorough, and rigorous srxteenth
century natural philosopher. He sought to make the theories he had inherited
work better than when he found them ... [He] was presented with a theory that
was incapable of further internal revision and improvement. The only recourse
was fundamental overhaul."

Such indeed was the impact of Copernicus's work on the thinking of the
leaders of the tmme.

T Kuhn speaks of the upheaval, in astronomical and cosmological thought,
in the wake of the pubhcat1on of Copernicus's work in 1543· .

"In its consequences the De Revolutwmbus 1s undoubtedly a revolutionary
' work. From 1t derive a fundamentally new approach to planetary astronomy, the
first accurate and simple solution of the problem of the planets, and ultimately,
with other fibers added to the pattern, a new cosmology. The De Revolutonbus
itself, in terms of its consequences, 1s a relatively staid, sober, and unrevolu
t1onary work. Most of the essential elements by which we know the Copernican
Revolution-easy and accurate computations of planetary post1on, the abolit1on
of epicycles and eccentncs, the d1ssolut1on of the spheres, the sun a star. the
infinite expans10n of the universe-these and many others are not to be found
anywhere in Copernicus's work. In every respect except the earth's motion the
De Revolutionbus seems more closely akin to the wrtmngs of the succeeding
generations who based their work upon Copernicus's and who made explct the
radical consequences that even its author had not seen in his work ...

"As a whole the De Revolutonbus stands almost entirely within an ancient
astronomical and cosmological tradition; yet within 1ts generally class1cal frame
work are to be found a few novelties which shifted the drect1on of screntfic
thought in ways unforeseen by its author and which gave rse to a rapid and
complete break with the ancient tradition ..

"In an honest appraisal of contemporary astronomy, Copernicus shows that
the earth-centered approach to the problem of the planets 1s hopeless The
traditional techniques of Ptolemaic astronomy have not and will not solve that
problem, instead they have produced a monster; there must, he concludes, be a
fundamental error in the basic concepts of trad1t1onal planetary astronomy. For
the first tmme a technically competent astronomer had rejected the time-honored
scientific tradition for reasons Internal to hs science and this professional
awareness of technical fallacy inaugurated the Copernican Revolution ...

"The earth's motion had never been a popular concept, but by the sixteenth
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century 1t was scarcely unprecedented. What was unprecedented was the
mathematical system that Copernicus bmlt upon the earth's motion. With the
possible exception of Anstarchus, Copernicus was the first to reahze that the
earth's mot10n might solve an ex1stmg a1tronom1cal problem or mdeed a
sc1entif1c problem of any sort Even mcluding Anstarchus, he was the first to
develop a detailed account of the astronomical consequences of the earth's
motion Copernicus's mathematics dustmnguush hmm from hus predecessors, and 1t
was in part because of the mathematics that his work maugurated a revolution."

From the above it 1s clear that, by the time Copernicus came on the scene,
the Ptolemaic astronomy had exhausted itself to the very last pomt; the system
had become acutely complex m its quantitative details with several errors and
maccurac1es in it Reasons, as Kuhn says, mternal to science only, could solve
the problem of the planets and Copernicus, one of the "pioneers of perspective",
achieved this by consciously proposmng a heliocentrc model. In The Ascent of
Man. 1. Bronowsk1 expresses his behef that "there were good Renaissance
reasons, emotional rather than intellectual reasons, that made him choose the
golden sun" as the centre of the universe. Nevertheless, by transposmg the
mot10n of the sun to the earth he recast the traditional not10ns of planetary and
cosmological studies and built the necessary mathematics to work out h1s
proposal. Here we have a good non-emotional reason too. He had thus set mn a
revolution mn astronomy and mn all its adherent sciences But what should be
particularly noted 1s that his unprecedented mathemat1cc; marked a crucial break
which mn later tames became instrumental mn bringing about Kepler's elliptical
orbits and Newton's Gravity

The ep1cychc system was replaced by circular orbits which later on were
mod1f1ed to elhpt1cal orbits. But then one may well wonder whether the use of
these orbits would have worked to solve the problems mn the exhausted
Ptolemarc system' The poss1blty cannot be smmply brushed as1de as a fanciful
thought and demands a consideration, 1f the needed accuracy could be obtained
m this manner, astronomy would follow a different course and the Copernican
sun-centered model would find no 1ust1f1ed place m the subsequent develop
ments. Aesthetcrty and smmplcrty are not always proper crtera mn our evalua
t1on of a professional theory Quantitative agreement with observation must
alone hold any scientific proposal.

(To be contnued)

VIKAS DHANDHANIA



THE ANCIENT FORMULA OF FREEDOM
1. The Vedic View

THE desire to conquer death is perhaps as old as humanity itself The hymns of
the Veda, the earliest among the extant documents on human c1v1hsat1on, speak
of two solut10ns, one is to go beyond death and the other 1s to ehmmate death,
atmrtyu and amrtam.

Broadly, there are two forms of physical death-death at the end of livmg a
full hfe and death after a bnef span of life. As a result of prolonged use the body
becomes an ineffective mstrument at old age. And 1t 1s but natural that it falls
hke a dry leaf and penshes. On the contrary, to die before attainmg old age 1s
unnatural and therefore an issue to be senously viewed and a problem to be
resolved. In fact mn the Veda physical death generally sigmf1es this death, death
brought about by factors that abndge the full term of physical life. As the other
death 1s natural and inevitable, the Veda accepts t as the law of physical life and
leaves 1t at that To overcome the lmmrtaton of short hfe, alp@yuh, by hvmg a full
hfe, dfrglziiyuh,1 1s an ideal upon which the hymns of Veda frequently lay
emphasis. They speak of keepmg death at a great distance and of livmg a long
extended hfe here "Give us a hundred autumns mn our hfe time". "Do not
break the natural cycle ot hfe" ' "May you proceed forward effacing the
footsteps of death and prolongmg your span of life" .4 "May they hve a hundred
autumns, active and usefully engaged; may they keep death from them, hidden
behmd the ridge, satam yivantu saradah purucir-antar-mrtyum dadhatam parva
tend " To lrve a hundred autumns, a hundred years, a full hfe m the body is
therefore offered as the means of gomg beyond death, atimrtyu

In the view of the Veda man 1s mortal mdeed, but withm the mortal 1s seated
an 1mpenshable and immortal God-It Is Agnu, the immortal mn mortals, martyes
vamrta." He 1s a mighty drvmne chld who has made the human body hus womb
and 1s obscured by the dense layers of mner and outer existence. Man becomes
Immortal by opening himself to thus drvmne Inhabitant and man1festing His law of
immortal existence m his mner as well as outer self, svadhiiviin 7 By puttmg on
the immortal law of Agni he becomes a master of the gated house i.e., the body
m which he lrves, grhapath. He may hve m the body or leave it after hvmg a full
hundred years, but he 1s not hm1ted either by hfe or by death This 1s the
significance of 1mmortalty To become mmmortal 1s the work of works mn whuch
the seers of the Veda are ceaselessly engaged, am,:tam duhiiniih.8d For to reach
Agnu and grow mnto hts immortal felcrty rs the supreme wealth that one should
desire to possess Tmme and agamn the hymns refer to thus wealth. "Agm the
mighty one seated mn the light, full of bliss, the holder of treasure, the contment
of the nches" " "Do thou give us the thousandfold treasure" 1" "O thou of many
hghts, JOm us to the large and glonous nches that create the Bhss" 11
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We must note that a full life upon earth 1s absolutely necessary for becoming
a doer of great work, sukrtah," the work of reaching the immortal God and
manifestmg the d1vme law of existence m the world. At the same time to hve a
full life without reahsmg 1mmortahty 1s not the highest goal of human life. For
the seer of the Veda hving a full life is mcomplete without the realisation of
1mmortahty. He says: "Just as a cucumber, separated from the risk of fallmg
from its stalk and dymng on account of unfavourable Circumstances, attams full
growth and becomes a ripe frut, so also may I be separated from the bonds of
death and hve to a npe old age. But at the same time may I be not separated
from immortality as 1f I desire nothmg else except a prolonged hfe m the body,
urvarukamva bandhanan-mrtyor-muksiya mamrtat''."" Hence 1mmortality and a
long hfe mn the body are the two mseparable terms of a d1vme existence m the
world. Thus Is the onginal formula of freedom bequeathed to us by the sages of
the Veda.

2. The Vedantic View

Inhentmg as they do the great tradrton of Veda the sages of Vedanta
uphold the ancient formula of freedom They speak of reachmg beyond death,
atmrtyu," and attaining a full length of hfe, sarvamiiyuh,1' so that they may
realise the undecaying Immortality, ayryatam amrt@n@m," In the world

The idea of lrvmng a long and healthy hfe occurs frequently mn the Upa
nsad-"He reaches a full length of hfe and lives well, sarvamayur et 7yog
Jivatl";11 "May you live a hundred autumns of life, satam sarada @yuso
jivasva"; 18 "He reaches a full term of hfe, sarvamiiyur etl" .19 The seers of the
Vedanta, therefore, firmly believe that men are born not to hve bnefly and die in
a middle perod without enjoying a hundred years

Though atmrtyu Is certainly a desirable goal of human life, rt rs not the
highest to be achieved here. Its value hes only mn helping us realise the highest
spmtual ideal of our forefathers It s repeatedly declared that man becomes
immortal by becoming a knower of Brahman-"The knower of the immortal
Brahman 1s 1mmortal, vdvan brahm@'mrto'mrtam" "They who know That
become immortal, ye tad vdur amrtas te bhavant";" "They who know That are
immortal, ya etad vdur amrtas te bhavant'' " A knower of Brahman 1s not only
immortal but also a possessor of the d1vme law of existence m the world. He
attams absolute likeness to Brahman and becomes a maker of the umverse,
vsvakrt. No longer Is he a slave of the world but a master who enjoys
possessmng the whole world as his own, tasya lokah " If we thunk that a full hfe 1s
all that we need to achieve and enJoy m the world, then we are indeed pitiable,
krpanah " For by mussmng the highest goal we muss a great treasure, mahati
vnasth."
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3. Living a Full Life

There are at least two causes by which a seeker of Brahman may have to die
before the appointed time: one is lack of proper care for the body and the other
is lack of true ms1ght mto the body. As long as they are not removed he cannot
enjoy the full term of phys1cal hfe mn the world

(a) If on account of hs preoccupation with the spiritual amm the seeker of
Brahman fails to pay proper attent10n to the body and take appropriate
measures to preserve 1t carefully, he allows death to overtake him and bnng his
physical hfe to an abrupt end. He loses not only his body but also a good
opportumty to reahse and mamfest Brahman. The remedy 1s therefore to pay full
attention to the body and allow nothing to cut short its existence, to break its
plignmage in the middle, sarfrayiitrii The Upamsad speaks of many methods of
preserving the body for a hundred years. One of them relates to the control of
the vital force in the body, priina.

There 1s a parable mn the Chandogya Upansad which brings out the
importance of Prana in the body. In the body are seated the organs of speech,
eye, ear, and mind When one of them-speech or eye or ear or mind-is absent
for a while, it does no harm to the body, for the body continues to function with
the help of the other organs. But when Prana which informs the body is about to
be withdrawn, the body begins to fall apart, for all organs of knowledge depend
upon Prana for their existence and functioning The amm of the parable rs to teach
that the prmc1ple which nounshes, preserves and controls the body 1s Prana.

It 1s true that Prana 1s a very important prmncple mn the body, but tt rs also
true that t must be strong enough to contamn the attacks of other forces operating
in the environment, otherwise the body may break and cannot complete its full
term of hfe The Upant$ad speaks of several upiisaniis by which Prana in the
body can be strengthened For instance, we may refer to the Prana V1dya The
words embodying thus Vidya, when spoken to a dry stump, are capable of
bnnging 1t back to hfe and making it put out new branches and leaves, j@yeran
eva-asmin-siikhii/J prmoheyuh paliisiim.2' If a lifeless stump can come back to hfe
by the power of this V1dya, certamly the same V1dya can transform the Prana in
the seeker of Brahman mto a prmc1ple of 1mmeme strength and help him hve a
hundred years fruitfully, sarvameva ta ayur yant ye pr@nan brahmop@sate.
Death cannot approach him until its appointed time arnves; it has to stand
helplessly at a great distance from hmm, duram ha va asmanmrtyur bhavat."

(b) Once the seeker of Brahman gets out of the necessity of buth and death
and 1s firmly established mn the immortal Brahman he may hasten to conclude
that the Lord is in Brahman alone and does not exist in the hving bemg behind
the body, the being which expresses itself mn hfe and works in the world. As a
result, he is attached to the freedom of immortahty in Brahman and seeks self
annulment in some formless transcendental existence. In proportion as the
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attraction for self-annulment becomes mes1st1ble he shnnks from hfe and works
and tnes to realise the goal by w1thdrawmg the w11l-to-hve from the body. As
soon as the w1ll-to-hve 1s fully withdrawn, the body is deprived of rts natural term
of hfe and forced to fall and pensh hke a rootless tree.

It 1s the absence of a true ms1ght mto the body that accounts for the abrupt
ending of physical hfe of the knower of Brahman If he sees the presence of the
Lord mn the living bemng behind the body also, hus vus1on becomes wde and
complete. On account of thus vis1on hus attachment for the freedom of mmmor
tality ceases; with the cessation of thus attachment he 1s freed from the attracton
for self-annulment and the consequent desire for renouncmg the body. He learns
to look upon the body not as an object of renunciation but as a temple to be
preserved for habitation by the Lord, is@vasyam dam." He desres to Ive here
enjoying the full measure ot life and works without falling from the vs1on of the
immortal Brahman, kurvanneveha karman jyivset sat@r sam@h."

In fact th1s 1s how the sages of Vedanta look upon the body They repeatedly
affirm that the Lord 1s seated mn the heart of all bemgs, Janiiniim hrdaye
sannvstah." They also take care to pomt out that on account of the perception
of the Lord mn the body all shrmkmg from hfe and works disappears, na tato
v1Jugupsate,1' and the knower of Brahman becomes a doer ot good deeds mn the
world, brahmavd punyakrt."

4. Manifesting the Law of Immortality in Life

To become immortal 1s to be no more mortal However, 1t does not mean
that to be 1mmortal rs to lve mn a body which never perishes, for the Upansad
clearly says that the body of the immortal falls and penshes hke the slough of a
snake, mrta pratyasta." As we have already made 1t sufficiently clear, the
Upansad is concerned with phys1cal death only to the extent of keeping rt at a
far-off distance and preservmg the natural length of physical hfe. In short, a
long-extended lfe and not a complete removal of physical death is the aim of the
Upansad. If the Upansad does not propose to completely remove physical
death, then mn what sense does 1t say that a mortal becomes immortal?

Before we try to answer the above question, we shall note that the concept
of mortality, as understood by the seers of the Vedanta, 1s not hm1ted to physical
mortahty. For them death 1s not only a death of matenal form but a death of soul
1n a matenal form, even as birth 1s not only a birth of physical form but a birth of
soul in a physical form. In other words, at birth there 1s a soul entering the body
and hvmg m 1t and at death this hvmg soul departs from the body. Further, the
soul's entry and departure are both imposed from without As long as the soul 1s
attached to the body, cannot d1stmgmsh itself from the body and lrves as a finite
entity (alpam) conditioned by the body, birth and death are imposed on 1t It
takes birth m order to work out the results of a previous death, and mn workmng
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out the results 1t attracts another death mn order to be born again. It 1s a vicious
cycle in which the soul moves back and forth as a helpless entity m obedience to
the law of necessity imposed by the materal form, avasam prakrtervasat. " Th1s
necessity 1s referred to as punarmrtyu or samsdra.11

Not only does the soul take b1rth and pass out of the body under a
compelling necessity but 1ts lvmng too 1s condtoned by thus necessity. As the soul
1s working out the results of a previous death mn 1ts present birth, so its responses
to the touches of the world are governed by the forces that have necessitated its
present embodied hfe. As the soul 1s caught mn the duality of death and b1rth, so
also its hvmg m the body 1s caught mn the duality of right and wrong, of like and
dislike, of pleasure and pain, of success and failure, dvandvah. Its dual response
to the world 1s both a result and a cause of the duality of b1rth and death: a result,
because all dual responses arise from the necessity of b1rth and death; a cause,
because all these responses culminate m the same necessity In other words, this
necessity operates at all stages of the soul's career-m its b1rth, life and death.

Mortality, therefore, s1gm1fies not only the process of phys1cal dissolution
but also the necessity by which the soul 1s born mn the body, the soul lives and acts
mn the body, and the soul passes out of the body

Before coming to the question on mmmortalty, we have to understand
another important concept of Vedanta-the concept of Brahman, for 1t 1s
repeatedly affirmed that by knowmg Brahman a mortal becomes 1mmortal.

Briefly speakmg, the Upansad sets forth three important aspects of
Brahman. First of all, Brahman 1s never born and never dies, ayah amarah. This
1s the aspect of transcendence. Secondly, Brahman dwells w1thm the heart of all
as the Lord, not l1muted by their brth and death, sarvesvarah. This 1s the aspect
of immanence. Thirdly, Brahman 1s not lumted by 1ts transcendence or mmma
nence, for 1t 1s free to be both at once, tadantarasya sarvasya tadu sarvasyasya
bahyatah. Thus 1s the aspect of omnipresence. As long as we do not take the
aspect of ommpresence into account we fall away from the completeness of
Brahman. But 1f we live in this aspect, we attam absolute likeness to Brahman,
paramam samyam upait." Of all the three, the aspect of ommpresence 1s the
most blessed, ruparh kalyanatamarh.42

Now we shall try to answer the question on 1mmortality-m what sense has
an immortal put an end to mortality? F1rst of all, by hvmg m the transcendent
Brahman the soul is no more attached to the body and ceases to hve as a f1mte
entity conditioned by the body. It 1s no longer bound by the law of necessity of
the matenal form. It realises that rt was never born and wll never de, for birth
and death are the becomings of the body and not of the Self which 1s immortal,
amrtam. Secondly, by lvmng mn the immanent Brahman the soul looks upon the
body as the dwellmg-place of Brahman and performs all works in the world
without shrmking from them jugupsa. Thirdly, by living mn the omnipresent
Brahman the soul is not only conscious of immortality but also enjoys the
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freedom of immortality in the body It does all works, unbound by the dualities
which impose the necessity of birth and death Its works neither proceed from
nor lead to this necessity. On the contrary, its works issue out of the perception
of the same Lord everywhere and culminate in the mamfestat1on of His law of
existence in the world The Upamsad describes such a soul as the perfected one,
krtatma."

An immortal is free of mortality not because he lives in an 1mpenshable
body, but because his soul is released from the necessity of birth and death,
sams@ra, and also from lvmng and workmng mn obedience to ths necessity. Birth,
hfe and works and death-all become circumstances of the drvmne soul living mn
the omnipresent Brahman and mamfestung the law of immortality.

Now we clearly understand why we should not allow death to cut short our
natural span of hfe either out of an attitude of indifference towards the body or
out of a wrong not10n that the body has no divine purpose to serve m the world
Lrvmnga full hufe mn the body rs as Important as realising immortality, for 1t makes
both possession and manifestation of immortality possible 1n the world

5. The Fourfold Formula of Freedom and the Isavasya Upanisad

The ancient formula of freedom 1s understandably bofh physical and
spurtual phys1cal, because it 1s overcoming the l1mutation of short lfe and lrvmng
a full lfe mn the body; sputual, because rt Is conquering the necessity of birth and
death by reahsing the 1mmortahty of the soul and manfesting thus immortality mn
active hfe Physical freedom and spmtual treedom are inseparably connected
with each other: while the physical makes the spmtual possible in the world, the
spmtual completes and fulfils the physical in such a way that a full life mn the body
becomes a symbol of the immortal Lord seated behmd the body. To seek
exclusively the Spmt beyond the body or a full hufe m the body 1s to choose a
lesser goal than the one offered to us by the ancient seers As the Upansad says,
he who seeks such an exclusive goal goes to a blind darkness, andham tamah.

Though every Upansad carefully preserves the ancient formula of freedom,
nowhere else as in the lsiiviisya UpamJad 1s the formula so well and clearly
stated. Perhaps this 1s one of the reasons why 1t has been accorded prde of place
among the ten class1cal Upansads.

First of all, the lsaviisya Upamsad seeks to dispel the wrong notion that God
cannot be found mn the world but only mn some transcendent state Hence 1t
deliberately begmns with the express1on "is@vasyam dam sarvam, All thus 1s for
hab1tat1on by the Lord "If 1t 1~ a fact that God hves m the world, then we should
not shnnk from the world On the contrary, we sheuld enJoy the world by g1vmg
up this attitude of shrnkmng, tena tyaktena bhunyithah But 1t does not mean that
the world 1s to be enjoyed as an object of egostuc des1re, ma grdhah. For to do so
1s to see the ego and not God mn the world and to return to the onginal pos1t10n
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that God does not live mn the world No one who has not given up shnnkmg and
desire 1s eligible for the wealth of true enjoyment, kasyasvddhanam.

Secondly, stated m practical terms, the true enjoyment express.es itself m
lvmng a full hfe in the body and domg all works for the sake of the Lord,
kurvanneveha karman jyivset sat@m samah. As long as the Lord rs seated in the
heart of every one of us, we have to live a long lfe and do works for His sake and
cannot shrink from them, evam tvay nanyatheto'st Smnce we lve and do works
not for the sake of the ego but for the sake of the Lord, they do not bind us, na
karma lpyate nare

Thirdly, 1f we do not recognise the presence of God in our body and
therefore comm1t violence upon thus dwelling .e , If we create conditions which
do not allow the body to complete 1t~ natural term of hfe, we become self
slayers, atmahanojanah. And at the end of our phys1cal existence we go to the
worlds of darkness, the worlds of intenor existence or supenor non-existence,
lokii andhena tamasavrtah.

Fourthly, havmg stated the ancient formula of freedom in terms of a
prolonged hfe m the body and liberated works, the Upansad proceeds to justify
and at the same time expand the formula. Both the jUstif1cat10n and the
expans1on of the formula are based on the complete vrs1on of the Lord of whom
Brahman and Nature are the two terms of manifestation in the world.

There are the mseparable aspects of the Lord In Brahman He 1s eternal and
unchanging; m Nature He undergoes change and becomes all existences
Brahman and Nature are also respectively known as the Non-Birth or the
Dissolution, and the Birth. Brahman 1s called the Non-Birth because Brahman 1s
never born and never dies. It 1s also called the DIssolution because a complete
knowledge of Brahman dissolves all hm1tat1ons Nature 1s referred to as the Birth
because Nature gives birth to all existences. The Upansad calls upon the
hberated soul to nse to the supreme level of the Lord who embraces both
Brahman and Nature, the Non-Birth and the Birth, and to possess on this basis
both 1mmortahty and a prolonged hfe m the body as the inseparable aspects of a
drvmne existence m the world

By seemg Brahman and Nature as the inseparable aspects of the Lord we
obtain two results: (1) we overcome death by Nature I e ,we are able to preserve
the body for the full term of hfe by mastenng the forces of Nature that protect
the body for a hundred years, avdyaya mrtyum tirtva; and (2) we enjoy
immortality by Brahman .e., we become _Immortal and enjoy Immortality mn
Brahman by 1dentfymng the soul with Brahman, vdyaya amrtam asnute.

• He who knows That as both and inseparably together Brahman and Nature. crosses beyond death by
Nature and enjoys Immortality by Brahman (V11)

He who knows That as both and inseparably together. the Birth and the D1ssolu11on. cros~es beyond
death by the Dissolution and enjoys mmmortality by the Birth (V 14 )
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By seemg the D1ssolut1on and the Birth as the mseparable aspects of the
Lord we get two more results: (1) we overcome death by the D1ssolut1on i.e. by
d1ssolvmg the attraction for self-annulment and the consequent desue for
w1thdrawmg the w11l-to-hve from the body we are able to retam the body and hve
a full life, vinasena mrtyum tirtv@; and (2) we enJoy 1mmortahty by the Birth z e.,
we enJoy immortality by mamfestmg the law of immortality m terms of liberated
life and works mn the very body m which we are born, sambhiitya amrtam asnute.

(1) To overcome physical death and hve a long-extended hfe by mastenng
the forces of Nature, (2) to enJoy immortality by becommg Brahman, (3) to go
beyond phys1cal death and live a full life by dissolving through the vus1on of
Brahman mn the body the desire to abndge the natural term Qf physical life, (4) to
enjoy Immortality by manufestmng the drvmne law of existence mn the mental, vital
and physical funct10ns of the body--this 1s the fourfold ancient formula of
freedom as set forth by the [savasya Upansad of the Sukla-Yajur-Veda.

A seeker of Brahman encounters physical death before its appomted time at
least twice m his life: once when he fails to pay attention to the need for
protectmg the body and next when he entertams a wrong notion that the body 1s
an impediment to be dropped. He has to deal with both and conquer physical
death, for by preservmg the body for a hundred years and lvmng a full life he
should accomplish the double aim set before him-to possess immortality
beyond the necessity of birth and death and then to man1fest thus drvmne prmncple
m the body as the law of livmg and domg works mn the world.

Though the Upansad seems to have been composed as a corrective to the
growing tendency of asceticism, 1t 1s an Irony that the ancient formula of freedom
enshnned m it came to be ignored and fmally erased from the memory of the
race when ascet1c1sm established itself as the predommant teachmg of Vedanta *
The ongmal harmony between immortality and physical life gave place to a
narrow prmc1ple which took hfe mn the body to be the opposite of 1mmortahty
and mns1sted upon renouncing 1t as the royal means to possess the immortal
freedom, na karmana...tyagenake amrtatvam anasuh " However, there are
unmistakable pointers m the Upanusads which help the discerning mund to go
behind the veil and discover the ongmal formula of freedom. For mstance, a
passage mn the Mundaka Upansad accords a superior position to a person who
both enjoys the Spmt and manifests the law of this Spmt m his active hfe,
atmaratt}J knyaviin,45 and speaks of him as the best among the knowers of
Brahman, brahmavdam varsthah."

N. JAYASHANMUKHAM

Shankara's mnterpretaton of the second verse of the Upansad ts a good example of how the ancient
formula was completely forgotten to the pomt of m1sunderstandmg the text
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VYASA'S TALE OF SAVITRI IN THE MAHABHARATA

A VERSE-BY-VERSE RENDERING INTO ENGLISH

I: Kng Aswapatu's Recevng a Boon from Goddess Savtri, the Brth of a
Daughter to hum, and her Sojourn n Different Countres n Search of a
Husband

Yudhshthura sad:
1. Neither for myself, nor for my brothers, do I gneve, 0 great Sage; not even

for bemg deprived of the kmgdom, as much do I for the daughter of
Drupada

2. The ev1l-souled had put us to shame m the game of dice but she, the sister of
Knshna, had come there to our rescue; and then agam, m this forest,
Jayadratha abducted her forcefully.

3 Did you ever mn the past meet, or did you hear of any woman, devoted to her
husband and highly virtuous, such a one and mn such a manner as the
daughter of Drupada?

Markandeya sad:
4. Listen, O Kmng Yudhushthra, the most precious fortune which the women of

noble families desire and chensh, that is what princess Savitri won for them
all.

5. Long ago mn Madra reigned a samntly kng, devout and a follower of the
dharma; he lved mn the holy company of the Brahmms and of the virtuous,
and he was umted with the truth, and had conquered the senses.

6 Performer of Yamnas, pres1ding over charities, skilful mn work, loved by the
city-dwellers and by all the people ot hrs kingdom, one who was absorbed in
the welfare of everybody, there ruled the Sovereign of the Earth, named
Aswapat1.

7. Of a forg1vmg nature, one whose speech was truth and who had subdued the
senses, though he was so he had no issue, with the advancmg of age this
mcreased his affhction greatly

8. Therefore he resorted, with the concern of gettmg a child, to austere
practices; only at fixed times he ate a httle, and he observed contmence, and
restrained the senses fully.

131
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9. Dally a hundred thousand oblations he, the most excellent among the kings,
offered to Savtr; and 1t was only mn the sixth part of the day that he took a
little food.

10. Eighteen years passed thus way, he being given to observances of such rules
of penance, at the end of the eighteen-year penod Sav1tn was much pleased
with hum

11 Then, O Yudhushthara, rsmng from the sacrfcal flames in her splendid form
she appeared mn tront of the Kmg, exceedingly glad as she was; and she
spoke, this way the words of bened1ction to the Sovereign of the Earth,
Sav1tr to Kmng Aswapat established mn regular practices.

Savitr sad:
12 0 Kmg sovereign, I am immensely pleased by your punty and chastity, by

your abstinence and self-restraint, the observance of the rules of austenty,
and all the mmnd with whch you worshipped me mn devotion.

13. O Aswapatu, Ruler of Madra, ask what you des1re, the boon; falter not in
that, m performance of the duties of the dharma.

Aswapat saud:
14. 0 Goddess, it was with the mtenton of begetting children that I m1tiated this

holy sacnfice, grant several sons that the lme of my ancestors may grow

15. If so pleased Thou art, 0 Goddess, grant this one boon that I entreat bf
Thee, the wise of the world, the twice-born, ever hold the proper begetting
of progeny a great dharma.

Savitr said:
16: Fully aware of this mtent1on of yours, 0 Kmg, did I speak long before to the

great Father, God the Creator himself, to grant a child to you

17. And as enJomed by Brahma, indeed by his gracious tavour, soon you will
have an effulgent daughter, 0 gentle-natured

18 Do not be uneasy or get troubled by 1t, nor should you argue against 1t; 1t 1s
as bestowed by the Father-Creator that I tell 1t so, pleased that I am with
you.

Markandeya said:
19. The Kmg by saymg 'very well' acknowledged gratefully what Sav1tn
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promised hum; he further mmplored her for the gracious favour to be fulfilled
soon in the near future

20 Then, even as Savitr withdrew from sight, the valant Kmng returned to his
capital and, attending to his duties always, ruled over the kingdom in the
conduct of the dharma

21. The King, who was ever fixed in vows of nghteousness, in the course of time
established hrs seed m the womb of hs eldest queen, the companion mn the
path of the dharma.

22. O Yudhishthura, she who conceived was a princess hailing from Malawa; in
her the foetus grew, as does in the sky the Lord of the Stars in the bright half
of the month.

23. At the proper time she gave birth to a lovely girl, lotus-eyed in look; happy
about 1t, the noblest King performed all the ntuals for the newly arrived.

24. Got as she was by the blessings of Sav1tri, who was pleased by the Savitri
oblat10ns, the father and the wise ones named her too Savtri.

25. The Princess grew like the goddess Fortune herself, far and beautiful; then,
in course of time she entered into maidenhood.

26. With large hips and a slender waist graceful as she was, like a golden statue,
people beholding her believed that some heavenly damsel had descended
amidst them.

27. Her eyes were like full-blown lotuses and she seemed in her beauty to be
flaming with splendour; mdeed, warded off by that fiery brilliance, no one
approached her asking for her hand.

28. Once, on a festive day, she fasted and then took a holy bath from over her
head and thereafter went to worship the god; there with the chanting of the
hymns of benediction by the wise ones, she offered ritual oblations to Agm.

29. Then taking the remains of flowers from the great-souled one, well-pleased
she, who seemed to be goddess Lakshmi herself incarnate, went to her
father

30. First offering flowers to her father she touched his feet in obeisance; then
that beautiful maid stood, with her hands folded, close by the side of the
King.
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31. Seeing his daughter grown up and m full youth, and hke a goddess effulgent,
the King was very much distressed that none had yet come for her as a
suitor.

The Kmng sand:
32. O Virgm, the time that you should be given m marnage has arrived, but no

one has approached me so far, askmg for your hand, hence you should
yourself make the ch01ce of a husband, one endowed with quahtJes befitting
you.

33. Tell me then of him whom you would choose and, after grvmng due
consideration to it, I shall make the marriage proposal; choose him whom
you wll acceptably des1re.

34. What I have heard from the twice-born, well-versed m the sacred scnptures,
of that I am speakmg to you: you should also hearken to these words, 0
Virtuous.

35. One who does not give his daughter m marnage when of right age, such a
father 1s to be reproached, a husband who does not have relation with his
wife m the penod favourable for conception becomes blameworthy; the son
who does not take care of his widowed mother should also be looked down
upon.

36. Listen to what I have said and make speed abroad in search of a husband;
but refrain from such a deed as the gods should approve not, puttmg me to
blame.

Markandeya said:
37. Having thus spoken to hrs daughter, he then commanded hs elderly

minsters to make necessary preparations and proceed on the journey along
with her.

38. Blushmg somewhat, the h1gh-mmded daughter bowed at her father's feet
and, without a further thought, taking his words as an order, set out
forthwith.

39. R1dmg her golden chanot and accompanied by the elderly counsellors, she
travelled through several lovely woods of penance of the royal sages.

40. O Yudhushthura, there offering her respects to the venerable aged persons,
by touchmg their feet, from forest to forest she went, journeymng along.
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41. Thus givmg away great wealth m all the places of pilgnmage the Princess
visited all distant lands and kmgdoms mhabited by the most excellent wise
persons.

II Narad's Vist to Aswapati's Palace and Savtr's Firm Decision to Marry
Satyavan.

Markandeya sad.
1. OYudhshthra, on one particular occasion the Kmng, the ruler of the Madra

country, was m his Palace m the company of Narad; seated m the Hall, they
were engaged m conversation.

2. About the same time Savrtri, after vsitmng the holy places and all the
ashramas, returned along with the mimsters back to her father's house

3. Seeing there her father seated m the company of Narad she, the bright and
graceful one, went around and bowed respectfully at the feet· of both of
them

Narad said·
4. On what mission, 0 King, did your daughter go and wherefrom is she

returning? and why, now that she 1s a good young woman do you not find a
suitable husband to be given her m marnage?

Aswapati said:
5. It was mdeed with this intent, 0 god-sage, that I sent her in quest and it is

after that she has just returned; let us hear from her of the one whom she
must have chosen for husband.

Markandeya sand:
6. On being asked by her father to narrate m detail everything of her Journey

she, the bnght and beautiful one, obeying him, spoke this way.

Savitri said:
7. 0 Lord of the Earth, far in the Shalwa country once ruled the renowned

Dyumatsena, heroic and righteous, but then he became blmd.

8. Explotmng this opportunity, finding hmm wth hus sight gone though frxed in
wisdom and his son still too young, a past enemy of his, a king of the
neighbouring land, attacked hmm and seized his kingdom.

9. Then he, accompamed by his wife, and the child at a tender age, retired to a
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forest, deep and large, and began to do austere tapasya by observmg great
and difficult vows

10 Though born mn the city that child, whose name rs Satyavan, was brought up
m the forest hermitage; m him I saw a proper husband for me and I have
chosen hmm so mn my mmd

Narad said.
11. Alas! Savitn by makmg thus choice has, O Kmng, unknowingly done

somethmg not desirable, that forebodes a great evil; she found Satyavan to
be one of hgh mert

12. His father always speaks truth and his mother practises truth-speech; and for
that reason was he named by the Brahmms Satyavan, the Truth-ful.

13. As a young lad he was very fond of horses and used to make clay-horses; he
1s good at pamtmg horses and therefore 1s also known by the mckname
Ch1trashwa, the Pamter of Horses.

The Kmng said:
14 Pnnce Satyavan is affectionate towards his father, but s he bright and

mtelhgent? 1s he of a forbearing nature and rs he hero1c mn deed?

Narad sad.
15. He Is brilliant hke the Sun, Vrvasvan, and sharp in mtelhgence hke

Bnhaspat1; and, while a hero-warnor hke Indra, he 1s forbeanng m the
manner of the Earth.

16. Is Pnnce Satyavan mumf1cent and 1s he a respector of the Brahmmns of
excellent attnbutes, noble and generous, 1s he good-looking and handsome?

Narad sand:
17 Like Sankritu, the son of Rant1deva, he 1s munificent wthmn the means at his

disposal; and hke Sh1b1, the son of Ushmnar, he 1s a Brahmm devout and a
speaker of truth.

18 Like Yayat1 he 1s nobly generous and 1s beautiful hke the moon; this son of
Dyumatsena, strong m bmld. 1s as handsome as 1f he were one of the
Ashwimkumars

19. He has subdued hus passions, Is soft-natured, heroic mn act1on, full of truth,
and has regulated the senses: he 1,; fnendly with everybody, without envy,
and 1s of a shy dispos1ton and rs rad1ant.
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20. Those who have advanced in deep meditative practices and tapasya say
bnefly about hum that he 1s straightforward and 1s steadfast on the path of
duty and 1s well-established in fme qualities.

Aswapati saud:
21. 0 venerable Sir. you have been proclammmng all that is noble and beautiful m

hum, but pray tell also tf there are any blemshes too.

Narad sand:
22. Yes, there 1s but one and it reduces to nought all the high qualities and

virtues; and try howsoever one may, 1t 1s not possible to erase it.

23. Satyavan wIll mn one year from today abandon his body, his life here
expended; this is the only blemish and there 1s no other.

The King said:
24. Come hither, O Savtr, to make another ch01ce, 0 fair and virtuous,

proceed agam; all the several great qualities aval nothing mn that flawed
measure.

25. Short is his hfe-span and as the revered Narad, respected by the gods also,
says he shall at the end of the year give up his body

Savitri sad:
26. Only once can oceur the div1s1on of the property and only once a daughter

given m marriage; having been made, a gift cannot be made a second time.
All these three happen once and only once.

27. May he be of a short hfe or a long hfe, with virtuous qualities or without
them, I have chosen him as my husband and I shall choose not agam.

28. By percept10n does one first come to a certam conclusion and then one
speaks of 1t; only afterwards 1s it put mto action. That perception of mme for
me 1s the one single authonty here

Narad said:
29. 0 Great among men, firm and unperturbed 1s the discernment of Sav1tn and

none can swerve her from that, and mn every respect 1t 1s mn conformity with
the dharma.

30. The qualities Satyavan has, none else possesses; what looks to me proper. 1s
therefore to arrange for their marnage
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The King said:
31. 0 venerable One, what you say is mdeed true and what has to be 1s

unavoidable; therefore I shall do what you advise, for you are my Teacher
and my Preceptor.

Narad said:
32: The marriage of Savitri shall be without any 11l-happenmg; I shall now take

my leave; let always noble and propitious thmgs be to all.

Markandeya sand:
33. Uttering these benedictions, Narad got up and left for his abode m Paradise.

And here the Kmg began attendmg to the preparat10ns of the mamage.

(To be continued)
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UNFORGETTABLE

7. Sports

ON one Sunday morning just as B1mal woke up, Swaray appeared and sand,
"Hurry up, Bmmal, let's set forth as soon as possible. To cross ten miles along the
uneven rural path will reqmre a lot of time "

"Excuse me, Swaraj, I can't go, I have some important work to do." "Let
alone your important work, the reputation of our school 1s also no less
important. Don't you know that there 1s none else except you to take part m
Putting the Shot." By then others also came and forced Bimal to accompany
them to a distant village to jom m mter-school Sports Competitions.

As expected B1mal came out first mn Shot-Putting. Qurte a number of other
important pnzes also came to the credit of the students of their school. But
B1mal had nothmg to do with them. However, they returned home happily with
the pnzes but not before mghttall.

Next day in the class, Dhrenbabu, the English teacher, dictated a Bengali
passage, the English of which from the book was to be got by heart at home by
the students. Now their duty was to wnte the English translation from memory
without seemg the book. The process, accordmg to Dhurenbabu, was exce11ent in
order to learn good English easily. B1mal took down the Bengali dictation but
was at a loss to translate 1t into English So mnstead of wastmg time he opened the
book and started reading.

Dhirenbabu, a tall thm man of stnct pnnc1ples, slowly moved up and down
between the benches to check 1f anybody was copymg. Approaching Bimal he
stood still m surpnse and then snatched away the book from him without a word
and kept rt on hus own table. After a while he spoke sternly, "B1mal, you dare to
copy from the book mn front of my very eyes, eh?"

"No s1r, I was not copymg, I was simply readmg. Instead of wastmg time for
nothing I thought 1t better to read. Yesterday I had hardly any time to
memorise." Dhirenbabu was dumbfounded, yet he did not bother to return the
book until the end of the period. From then on an mv1s1ble wall was erected
between the two. Dhirenbabu had not only stopped speaking with Bimal but also
avoided looking at hum even. BImal also did not try to converse with him of his
own accord Rather he promised to break the wall of separation without
exchange of words.

After the class examination, dunng holidays, while marketmg, Bimal
happened to meet Dhirenbabu face to face. All on a sudden with a broad smile
the latter clasped the hesitating BImal endearingly and whispered, "Bmmal, my
sport has yielded better result than your Shot-Putting." He patted hus head and
departed. Bimal tried all the while to make out the meanmg of his ambiguous
behaviour. He could not do that till he went to school after the holidays.

139
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In the school the Headmaster told him, "B1mal, you have topped the list m
English with record marks."

*

8. Dacoity

A random cry for help at m1dmght broke B1mal's sleep. He got up to fmd his
father ready with the gun to go out He handed over to B1mal a strong stick and
remarked, Perhaps dacorts have invaded Shbu Pal's house Come, let us go
and see 1f we can be of any help "

Sh1bu Pal was a nch businessman He owned a magmf1cent and worth
seemg two-stoned wooden house Recently his son, Dr Han Pal, prospered m
med1cal practce. Hence hs father retired from busmness and devoted most of hIs
time to rehgous work, worship, med1tat1on and service of samnts and sadhus. Dr.
Han Pal was one of the most favounte persons of B1mal's father

As B1mal and his father reached the crossroads towards Pal-para, (para
means a part of a village) a hand grenade burst a httle ahead of them. The smoke
and the smell of powder almost choked them. Father said, "A dangerous
situation, 1t will be unwise to proceed further. Bmmal, let's return." Reaching
home father mcely closed all the doors and windows and asking the women to be
careful and qmet went up to the open terrace with B1mal.

Just then Samar-da, B1mal's cousin, cautioned father fearfully from the
western-side building, "Kaka (uncle), the dacorts have already crossed the mam
arched gate and will enter our courtyard in no time. I can see from our roof their
shadowy figures. Kaka, please fire forthwith, don't make any delay at all, fire..."
Father could see nothing from the northern buldung because of the hgh two
stored buldmng on the east Still on being repeatedly asked by Samar-da he went
on fmng incessantly aiming at the supposed entrance of the courtyard.

After a while a gun-shot was heard from the mango-grove bordenng Pal
para Father stopped firmng, receded a few steps and lookmg eastward found that
the shadowy figures of the dacorts were retreating through the mango-grove.
Immediately he fired ammmng mn that direction. Return firing sound could be
heard. But both the sides were out of range

Meanwhile Dr Han Pal rushed mto the courtyard of B1mal's house
lamenting. Fallmg on the ground he rolled from this side to that and complained,
"Kaka, you have a gun, still you had not turned out for our rescue, oh...
ho . ho we arc absolutely robbed of everything, oh .ho. ho

Father burned downstairs, went to him and ltfted him by the hands to his
feet He then sard m a consoling tone, 'What 1s thus, Har, eh? Why are you so
much puzzled and disheartened? Come, let's go and see what has happened."

We all went and witnessed that the artistically-fashioned bug wooden door of
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their house had been split asunder with an axe. Pieces of wood and sticks of
burnt torches were lymg around The bnght and beautiful wife of Dr. Pal
appeared with a pretty baby mn her arms A famt smile played on her shapely hps.
Dr Pal exclaimed, "How Is 1t that you smle at such an odd tume?" 'You are
upset for nothmng," she said. "For nothmg, eh? Where are your ornaments? I
have personally seen you removmg them from your body and handmg them one
by one over to the dac01ts." "Yes. but those were of bronze, the real gold
ornaments I hid Just as I heard them breakmg the door "

Satisfied, Dr Pal wanted to know about hus father, "Where Is father. what
about the iron safe')" "I don't know, have climbed down from upstars just
now " With Dr Pal they all stepped mto Sh1bu Pal's room He was s1ttmg qmctly
mn front of the iron safe and drops of tears rolled down from his closed eyes Dr
Pal asked, '·Papa, has everythmg been taken away?" He opened his eyes and
lookmg at him affectionately replied, "No. my son, nothmg could be taken.
Perhaps they were short of tmme " "Short of time?" ·Yes, they demanded the
key of the iron safe whch I refused to give Thereupon they forcefully ted my
hands and feet with my own gamcha and ra1smg a sharp chopper behmd my neck
threatened, 'Give the key at once, otherwise, your head will drop down on your
lap ' I wa~ silent and dauntless with the thought that death does not come more
than once m one hfe Just then at the sound of a shnll whistle they rushed out of
the room " Dr Pal's joy knew no bounds He freed hrs father with quuck hands

B1mal asked his cousm amusedly, "Samar-da, did you really see the dac01ts
entermg our mam arched gate?" He retorted, "It matters little 1f I saw or not,
the actual effect of my warnmg has been a success The daco1ts took to the1r
heels out of fear on heanng Kaka's mcessant gun-shots "Father observed. "The
actual relation between the cause and the effect has yet to be established "

A few days later Father's gun was confiscated by the then Government

9. Catching a Thief

Bmmal's sleep broke at mdnight by the call of hrs comrades, "Bmmal, lazy-bones,
still sleepmg? Don't you hear the hue and cry 1ssmng from the mussulmanpara?
Please get ready and let's set out without any delay."

Eqmpped with stick'> and rods they moved along by boat followmg the
noise. By boat, because during the rainy season the boat was the only means of
commumcation there. Before long they reached a house which belonged to none
else than Bmmal's close frend and classmate. Raf1k. They saw that by then a lot
of people had already accumulated mn the courtyard and at the centre a strong
and stalwart man was s1ttmg whose hands and feet were tied up with ropes
Whoever came started beatmg him at random.
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Bmmal looked for Rafik and found him approachmg with tearful eyes.
Whereas his father, Romjan (both a Jute-grower and a jute-merchant) was
quietly s1ttmg like a statue on the threshold, very grave and senous. The ground
around hmm was soaked wth fresh blood Bmmal grasped Raf1k's hands intimately
and observed, "Please don't weep, Raftk and tell us why they are beatmg the
man so recklessly." "Beating, because he rs one of the thieves who robbed us of
our whole year's income and senously wounded my mother and uncle."

"Is it so? How many of you have caught that robust thief?" "Why, my father
alone has caught him " "Alone! what do you mean? Your father 1s qmte old,
whereas that man seems to be powerful hke a g1ant "

"Yes, but 1t happened thus: The thieves had dug a big hole m the basement
of our house through which a thief shd ms1de and opened the door for the others
to enter. Then they gradually removed the bundles of Jutes heaped up m the
front room and loaded their boat with them. My father who was sleepmg m that
room woke up with an uncanny feelmg. He got out of the mosquuto curtain and
lo, a thief was m front with the load of Jute on his head He was dumbfounded
and just as he moved to escape my father's hands caught him below his armpits
from behind and shouted for help While both of them fell down, the thief with
his back on my father's chest Struggle started and with tremendous effort the
thief was able to project hs legs through the nearby hole The thieves outs1de
tned to pull him out by the legs but mn vam, because my father had gripped him
strongly takmg support with his feet on the frame of the fence In the meantime
respondmg to the call for help people came from all dtrect1ons and the thieves
had to flee. But before gomg they wounded my mother and uncle senously in
retaliation."

Bmmal sand, "Raftk, It's really a pathetic affair, but why are they beating the
thief so recklessly? He can very well be taken to the Police Station " 'Yes, of
course, that's what 1s gomg to be done " Fmdmg no reason for them to stay there
any more, Bmmal and his fnends returned home with heavy hearts

Many days passed by, but B1mal had not any chance to meet Raf1k agam as
he had stopped gomg to school. Nor was he found anywhere else. Perhaps he
was ill, thought Bmmal and decided to go to hs house to see hmm. But 1t took a
few days more for him to do that. Meanwhile one day Raf1k himself appeared.
But what a Rafk! He had almost turned to a skeleton. Bmmal received hmm with
warm mntmmacy, ''When have you got cured of your illness, Raf1k?" he asked.
"Illness! no, I was not ill at all " "Then why do you look so thm and unhealthy?
Moreover, you don't even go to school."

"No, B1mal, I won't go to school any more Now I have to look after my
father's work " Brmal was taken aback. had his father died then? Bmmal asked 1n
a feeble, hesitating voice, "Why, your father?" "He 1s 1n jal now." "Jal' should
one be 1mpnsoned for catchmg a thief? I heard that one 1s rewarded for such
good work." "Perhaps, but the thief had died on the way while bemg taken to
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the Pohce Station." "But your father had nothmg to do with that, he was sittmg
qmetly and presumably had not raised his hand even once."

"Yes, but the law did not hsten to that. The judge, for reasons best known
to hmm, sided with the th1eves and gave a verdict of three years' rgorous 1mprson
ment to my honest, simple and mnocent father."

(To be continued)
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NEW AGE NEWS
COMPILED AND PRESENTED BY WILFRIED

Some Notes on Michael Murphy's Study The Future of the Body

MICHAEL Murphy 1s well-known among New Ages m the U.S. as co-founder of
the famous Esalen Institute m Califorma Many promment lecturers from all
over the world-also from the Sr Aurobmndo Ashramhave been guests there,
a large number of psycho-physical therapies and alternative methods were first
tned and tested at this Institute. Murphy's monumental new book The Future of
the Body-Exp/orations Into the Further Evolution of Human Nature1 was
1mmediately grven enthusiastuc reviews. CT Tart, Professor of Psychology at
the Umvernty of Califorma, wrote. "The only way to adequately descnbe this
book Is to state that 1t 1s the most important work on the relat10nsh1p between
mmd and body ever wrtten."

I was also enthus1astc at the begmnmg. What a wealth of mater1al 1s
presented, how many interesting and new sources are revealed mn th1s enormous
research work! Murphy, who spent more than a year m the Sn Aurobindo
Ashram. according to the biograph1cal note, has also a large number of
1eferences to the Indian yogi In fact, the Index reveals that Sn Aurobmdo is one
of the most frequently mentioned authors mn the book Several of his texts are
quoted mn 1t, but unfortunately not correctly I discovered certam changes after I
had developed doubts about a few passages from The Lafe Dvne. It 1s rather
strange only the chapters are grven mn the footnotes, no page numbers. So I
searched for the texts and found that mn several cases Murphy had made
modficatons Perhaps subjectively hrs motive may be noble: he wants to present
an improved Aurobmdo to his readers, with presumably polished style and
presentation Nevertheless, no senous researcher can allow himself such
procedure, whch mn fact throws a shadow on thus otherwise brllantly conceived
book, prepared over a very long penod of time.

I will document hs alterations mn two cases On pp 124-5 he cites Sr
Aurobmndo mn a long quotation with three paragraphs. All of the sentences have
been assembled by hum from pp 104-5 of The Life Dvne ? In the second
paragraph Sr Aurobmndo rs quoted as saying.

[However] there is something mn us whch takes delight 1mpartally mn all
external bemg and enables us to persevere through all labors, suffenng and
ordeals

' Published by Jeremy P Tarcher, New York 1992 Pp 785 $ 30
My reference, are to the one-volume ed1t10n of the Ashram, Pom.hcherry 1970

144
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Sn Aurobindo's original text is much longer, I pnnt in 1talcs the words which
Murphy omitted:

"Behund there must be something m us,-much vaster, profounder, truer
than the superficial conscousness,-whuch takes dehght impartially m all
expenences; it is that delight which secretly supports the superficial mental
beng and enables 1t to persevere through all labours, suffenng~ and ordeals
mn the agtated movement of the Becoming." (The Life Dzvme, p 104;
Murphy p 124)

If you compare the two texts, you can see how "there must be something in us"
becomes "there 1s something in us" or "in all expenences" becomes "in all
external being", qmte apart from the fact that Murphy does not use dots ( ... ) to
indicate he has omitted words in his quote (elsewhere he does use dots). This
way of free text-mixing is rather shockmg, although here the mod1f1ed text may
not dramatically duffer from the on1ginal But once we grant ourselves thus kind of
freedom, we open the gate to more senous blunders, as n1 the following passage
from The Life Divme, where agam I have prmted words that were omltted by
Murphy in 1tahcs·

In the mmnd, It translates mnto a calm of mtense dehght of sprtual
percept1on and vis1on and knowledge, mn the heart Into a wde or deep or
passionate delight of universal umon and' love and sympathy and the JOY of
bemgs and the JOY of thungs. In the will and vital parts 1t 1s felt as the energy
of dehight of a dvne lfe-power mn acton or a beatitude of the senses
percervmng and meeting the One everywhere ( ) (The Lafe Dvne, p. 991;
Murphy, p 47)

So we read the first sentence of the edited text:

In the mmnd, rt translates into a calm mtense delight of perception and vIs1on
and knowledge, mn the heart mto a passionate dehght of umon, love and
sympathy

This time Murphy gives the source d!fectly m brackets: "Sri Aurobmdo 1970,
The Lafe Dvne, pt. 2, Chap. 27 Vol. 19 m The Collected Works". But m fact 1t
is not Sn Aurobindo Qmte obviously, the whole statement assumes a different
shade of meaning, after words such as "sp1ntual" and "umversal" have been
elimmated. Simply cuttmg out parts of a sentence m this way without notlfymg
the reader about your edtmng, Is absolutely uncommon and mad1mss1ble Nearly

' Murphy has replaced the "and" by a comma
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all quotations from The Lafe Divine whch I examined, had undergone some
minor or major mod1ficat1on.1

If we neglect this rather d1sturbmg def1c1ency, Murphy's book offers a lot of
important, updated and informative matenal. The title and subtitle should not
be taken too hterally· we are given a vast overview over research in conscious
ness phenomena, as well as the whole potential of physical life and extraordmary
expenences, also of yogis, samnts, athletes and profess1onal sportsmen. There are
sections on top1cs such as sputual healing, somatic disciplines, bofeedback,
mart1al arts and transformatve practices "

The author mentions Sn Aurobmdo repeatedly as an evolut10nary thmker.
In one passage, for mstance, he names him m !me with Fichte, Hegel, Bergson,
Whitehead, Samuel Alexander, Jean Gebser and others, "all of whom have tned
to comprehend or explamn the developmng universe mn relation to something
ultimate, eternal, or everlastmg." Murphy feels skeptical regarding the idea that
"Supermmnd, the dynamic aspect of the Absolute, will transform earthly life by a
'universal descent ' What Sn Aurobmdo meant exactly by this epochal event has
puzzled many who are otherwise sympathetic to hrs vus1on. Nevertheless, Sr
Aurobindo's synoptic metaphysics, his psychology of superordmary states, his
doctnne of bodily transformation, and many practical aspects of his yoga pomt
the way to integral practices for our time " However, the Mother's mamfold
experiences which appear very relevant for thus kmnd of study have not been
discussed. One reason might be that Murphy's mam focus 1s on physically
venfiable szddhzs etc. He assumes (as we know from mterv1ews) that m future
evolution several of them may become naturalized m humans so that what ts
today considered paranormal becomes the norm. Even now some extraordmary
possibilities descnbed in the book can be realized by "all of us", he suggests in
the preface

There 1s no doubt that Murphy's book-in spite of several reservat1ons-1s
an Important publication. The 84 pages Bibliography alone will be a most
welcome aid to any researcher m this field. Several Appendices offer add1t1onal
mformation. Physical education teachers and doctors will value his enormous
expertise on mmd-body expenences and appreciate the many data he gives. I will
conclude this review with a quotation from the Chapter on "Adventure and
Sport":

The fact that spmtual moods occur spontaneously mn many athletes mnd1
cates that disc1phnes for the body sometimes catalyze depths of the mmd,
even in people who have little or no um;lerstandmg of such experience. The

' See, for instance, p 190 = The Lafe Dvne p 3-4, or p 585 = p 425 (no chapter no rs grven mn the
footnote1) The quotatwn on p 182 1s found m Book II (not I, as the footnote says), Chapter 18 = p 714

Murphy defines transformatve practices as "a complex and coherent set of ac11v111es that
produces positive changes mn a person or group "
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mmd frequently opens in sport, suffusing bone and muscle with its latent
energies, whether or not the athlete can describe what is happening to him.
Indeed, I have come to believe that sport sometimes becomes a Western
yoga of sorts, an earthy form of transformative practice. Through a conta
gion we are hardly aware of, athletes mn top form awaken a secret sense that
we harbor capacities for extraordmary hfe
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BOOKS IN THE BALANCE
Sri Aurobindo's Prose Style by Goutam Ghosal. Pub· Sn Mira Trust, Pond1-
cherry. DIstrbuted by SABDA, Pond1cherry-605 002 Pages. 154. Pnce: Rs 70.

Ir 1s saud a poet 1s one who has achieved mastery over prose. And Sn Aurobmdo
1s a poet, or rather a poet's poet for he has inspired a school of poets who take
pnde m callmg themselves ''Aurobmdonian Moderns". Any reader of Sn
Aurobmdo's prose wntings would feel that he 1s readmg the prose not of a
philosopher or yogi but of a hterary artist with a mind of exceptional calibre.
Hence the author of the book under review, Dr Gautam Ghosal of Santi
niketan, Calcutta, does not m the least exaggerate when he wntes: "The prose of
Sri Aurobindo is often poetry in disguise and 1t 1s often this bare poetry that 1s
used m the name of prose."

A look at the Aurobmdoniana access1ble mn any hbrary worth the name will
reveal that there are a good number of studies available on Sn Aurobmndo's
philosophy, yoga, political thought, aesthetics, poetry, plays and literary criti
cism. But one doubts whether a study of the stylistic features of his prose 1s
available. Dr. Goutam Ghosal's book fills the gap for hs is the first detailed
study of Sn Aurobmdo's prose style.

Among the beauties of this shm and earnest volume are the clanty and
brevity with whuch rt puts 1ts arguments. Its author with an avowedly humble
attitude and a homely style sets out to h1ghhght to us Sn Aurobindo's achieve
ment as a prose styhst. He makes some fine new pomts about the master
craftsman's philosophical wntmgs, and gives fresh 1llummnation to his literary
writmgs, especially the short stones.

Sn Aurobindo, writes Dr Gautam Ghosal, "had an uncanny ability of
changing his style with the change of topcs. There Is an impress1on of the
superhuman memory, which prevented him from usmg the same syntax twice."
This 1dea 1s the gst of the entire thesis. In the twelve chapters of thus scholarly
work, the author exammes the Uttara Yogi's style m development, his formative
influences, hrs forms and rhetoric, hus narratve style, hus great achievements and
his mfluence on the present-day wnters.

For a development survey of Sn Aurobmdo's prose styles ("as always with
Sri Aurobmdo, the style changes with the change of themes"), the author
mmproves upon the commonly accepted phase divas1on of the yogr's writings thus:

1. Early prose (England); 2 Middle prose (Baroda to the pubhcation of
Bande Mataram); 3 Turnmg pomt (1908), 4 Later prose (Pond1cherry, 1910-
26): and 5. Last Prose (Pondicherry, 1926-50)

Such a d1vis10n helps the author to trace the mfluence of the Bible, Oscar
WIide and George Meredith among many others on his aphonst1c style, to
discuss mn detail the dialogue styles mn hus short stores and to throw lght on h1s
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"touch-and-go style" and "exhaustive method". This phase division also helps
Dr Ghosal to concentrate on the major works wntten during the Pondicherry
Penod (Arya Period) and come out with a spell-binding discovery "Fus1on of
Myths and Seven Kmnds of Style". Every vanety--1. English on the surface, but
Sansknt at bottom; 2. Inspired style caught mn the penodic structure; 3. Synthetic
style based on a synthesis of science, psychology and literature; 4. Great rush of
eloquence born of sp1ritual msp1ration; 5. Style of an histoncal novelist, with a
deep v1sional inlook mto history; 6. The prose of a seer-poet, and 7. A sense of
thnll and adventure-is illustrated with relevant quotes from the Sn Aurobindo
Birth Centenary Library (SABCL) and nothing is left to the readers' imagma
t1on.

Further, Goutam Ghosal studies the different elements of Sri Aurobmndo's
style and examines the expressive role of his words and his figures of words and
sentences only to show that the yog "goes very deep inside humself and touches
the sources of poetry while wntmg certain prose pieces." Fmally, m order to
leave no stone unturned, the author by citing samples from the wntings of
"Aurobindoman Moderns" (a phrase coined by K.D. Sethna) like Nolmi Kanta
Gupta, K.D. Sethna, M.P Pandit, K.R. Snmvasa Iyengar, V.K. Gokak among
many others to reveal to us how the Aurobmdonian style has been infused mnto
the prose of hus disciples.

As this book is "both anthology and prose criticism" and attempts to study
one of the unexamined aspects of Sn Aurobindo's prose writings, 1t 1s not only a
welcome addition to Indo-Anghan cntic1sm but also a highly commendable
volume to Aurobindomana.
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WHAT IS THE RELEVANCE OF SRI AUROBINDO'S INTEGRAL YOGA
AT PRESENT WHEN HUMANITY IS UNDERGOING AN

EVOLUTIONARY CRISIS?

Speech by Kamal Shah

THE world as we see 1t today 1s nothmg but a chaotic product of the modern
vutalist1c and materalstic man To satisfy hus ego and hs des1res, he has created
this vast structure of the external life Now this structure has grown so complex
and cumbersome that man, its own creator, fmds 1t difficult to manage, let alone
to rectify and change It Thus have ansen, as Sn Aurobmdo says, "a complex
political, social, admimstrat,ve, economic, cultural machinery, an orgamsed
collective means for his Intellectual, sensational, aesthetic, and material sat1s
faction. "1

As a result m the modern world "there 1s a chaos of clashing mental ideas,
urges of mndivdual and collective phys1cal want and need, vital claams and
desires, impulses of an ignorant hfe-push, hungers and calls for life satisfaction of
mndvduals, classes, nations, a rich fungus of political and soc1al and economic
nostrums and notions "2

This then is the evolut10nary cns1s which man faces today-an unbalanced
lop-sided development of human life m the modern civil1sat1on.

Man has gamed tremendous power over physical nature, but on the other
hand he has regressed and lost almost all control over his mternal psychological
nature. It 1s this disequilibrium that has mamfested m all spheres of hfe.

Reason and science are good so far as an external mechamsed and artificial
arrangement of life are concerned; but an equal or greater development of the
deeper and higher ranges of man's consciousness is the cnt1cal need of the hour
to set right the acute imbalance and assure a harmonious progress.

Morality and relg1on too cannot furn1sh us with satisfactory solutions of this
criss. They can at best make superficial and ineffective changes mn man's life.

Past spmtual systems can only offer a solut10n which reJects and escapes
from life to run away from this illusory world, to sever all ties wth 1t and to

' The Lfe Dune (Cent Ed , Vol 19), p 1053
' Ibd,p 1054
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merge into a world-annihilating supracosmic transcendence.
It is here that the relevance of Sri Aurobindo's Integral Yoga comes in. In

his Yoga hfe 1s not rejected; on the contrary, it 1s m life itself that the Divine has
to be realised.

Further, Sri Aurobindo does not accept the yog1c realisations of the past as
the ultimate hmit of spiritual development. He goes beyond them and brings into
focus the Supermmd, a level where mfallible Knowledge and Power reign, which
is automatically and sovereignly all-fulfilling. It is this Supermmd alone which
can bring a lasting solution to the present cns1s by transformmg the present
human life into the Life Divine. To realise the Supermind, according to Sri
Aurobindo, 1s man's true evolutionary destiny.

Being convinced of thus mn hs inner realisation, Sn Aurobindo worked all his
life to bring down the Supermind into the world. Finally, the Supermind did
manifest in February 1956 in a global form m the earth's subtle-physical layer
and has stood there preparing for its overt manifestation in the external life of
the earth.

This Supramental Truth-Power, a Power of supreme potency, now stands
behind an ever-thinning veil. When it shall break out by the irresistible action of
the Supramental Force and Ananda, the whole earth shall be inundated by its
pent-up golden flood. That will be the Hour of God, the New Age for man and
earth, the total rule of the Divme over his Creation.

The Supramental Truth is pressing hard for manifestation but the general
humanity 1s still unprepared to recerve rt. If there are at least a handful of
individuals, a few torch-bearers who can transform themselves fully and achieve
Supramental Transformation, they can save the present human race. Otherwise
there 1s likely to be a great destruction before the New Creation can take place.
Thus the future of our race hes on the shoulders of a few select individuals. The
Supramental Manifestation wdl surely come but are there these few individuals
ready to recerve 1t and save the world? This is the question which all who call
themselves Sri Aurobindo's disciples have to answer at this crucial moment in
world-h1story.

Thus 1s the relevance of Sri Aurobmdo's Integral Yoga to the evolutionary
crisis that the human race faces today.




